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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the effect of clifferent representations of the synchrono¡s machine ancl its

excitation system on the voltage stability in a dc link connected to a weak ac system. Four cliffer-

ent synchronous machine models are considered. Indices fol steady state stability such as Control

Sensitivity Index (CSI) and Maximum Available Power (MAP) are evaluated fir-st for each moclel

and are fbllowed by a subsequent iletailed analysis using an electromagnetic tl.ansient simulation

pro_q rarn PS CADi EMTDC.

The results show that merc steady state analysis based on the MAP indices is not enough for the

calculation of the critical ESCR such that dc system connected to a weak ac system operate relia-

bly' The replesentation of the synchronous machine as a fixed voltage source behind transient

reactance is suitable model for an initial guess for the critical Effective Short Circuit Ratio

(ESCR). Howeveq the dynamics of the synchronous machine and exciter play a significant role in

detetmination of the critical ESCR not only in system stability but also in ensuring that the system

has acceptable tl ansient performance.

It is found that the system with detailed machine model and exciter which regulates bus voltage

has highest critical ESCR. Therefore, the conclusion drawn from the system analysis where

machine is modelled as the voltage source behind transient reactance can not be directly used. It is

also shown that inability of the synchronous machine to absorb the real power in the steady state

makes significant difference during study of the system with cletailed machine model and system

where machine is modelled as voltage source behind transient reactance.
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Chapter l.

CHAPTER 1

XNTRODUCTION

1""1 The Froblern

Ac tl'ansmission systems al'e subject to transient ancl steacly state instability clue to the clil.-

ference in the phase angles at either encl of the transmission lines. Dc transmission cloes

not suffer this disadvantage and is widely used to couple ac systems in an asynchronous

manner. However, dc transmission systems too can be subject to unstable operation that

rcsults from basic characteristics of the conversion process. This is especially true if the dc

system is connected to ttre ac system with weak strength. The strength of the ac system is

defined as the ratio of the short circuit MVA at the ac busbar to the dc power taken from

the same busbar and is evaluated by numbers called Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) and Effec-

tive Short cifcuit Ratio (ESCR) [1]. The more complete definition of rhe scR and ESCR

arc given in Chapter 2.

Hvdc convertors (rectifier and inverters) draw lagging reactive current from the ac sys-

tems which mtlst be supplied from some other source. Ac harmonic filters provide par.t of

this reactive cunent. Where the ac system is large compaled to the dc link it may have an

inhercnt capability to supply the remainder. However; if the ac system is weak compar-ed
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to a dc link the rest of the reactive power has to be supplied with additional devices for

reactive power compensation such as synchronous compensatols or extra static capacitors

or static var compensators (SVC). The main interest of this thesis will be the power/volt-

age stability of the hvdc system connected to a weak ac system where synchronous com-

pensators is used to compensate for the reactive power.

Even thou-eh the SCR and ESCR have been defined a long time ago, it is still not clear

how to define SCR ancl ESCR to take into account the synchronous machine because the

synchronous machines reactance cloesn't have the fixed value during transients. The volt-

age stabilizing efÏect of the synchronous machine if a fast exciter is employecl to control

bus voltage is also neglected in the evaluation of the SCR and ESCR. The simplest

machine model consisting of the fixed voltage behind a transient reactance is considered

most appropriate for system stability analysis based on SCR and ESCR analysis. How-

ever, in the light of the modem fast acting excitels there are some indications that sub-

transient leactance would be more appropriate for machine modelling when system oper-

ating Iimits have to be determined. The question which arises here and is of the interest in

this research is how different levels of machine model affects the critical ESCR, ancl

which machine model is most appropriate for machine rcpresentation when ESCR analy-

sis is performed.

a
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1.2 Objective

An hvdc transmission system supplying a weak ac receiving system is known to plesent

problems of voltage/power stability for which in many cases the best economic solution

will be to add a reactive compensator to the receiving bus. one way to compensate l.eac-

tive power is to add synchronous compensator in shunt with the weak ac system bus.

Besides, reactive power compensation employing a fast acting exciter as the cly¡anric volt-

age t'e-vulator fol' the sytrchlonous compenszitor provicles volta-ue stabilising pr.oper.ties.

Ful'thermot'e, assttntin-e the simplest connection scheme, the synchronous comp1¡nsator is

connected via individual coupling transformers to the high-voltage bus bar. The synchro-

nous transient leactance plus the coupling transformer's Leactance is connected i' parallel

with the ac system impedance, thereby lowering its value and incrcasing the ac system

strength or Sholt Circuit Rario (SCR)lll.

The main objective of the thesis is to investigate the power/voltage stability of the dc sys-

tem connected to a very weak ac system when a synchronous machine is added at the

inverter side ac bus to compensate for reactive power and to support voltage. This thesis

discusses the rcsults of research showing how different representations of the synchronous

machine and dynamic voltage conûol affect voltage stability at hvdc converter terminals

connected to a weak ac system. Four representations of the synchronous machine used to

supply reactive power in the hvdc/ac system are considercd, and the performance of each

reprcsentation is simulated using the electromagnetic transient simulation program

PSCAD/EMTDC. The aim is to investigate the validity of representations of various detail

--1-
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for an accurate picturc of the systems true behaviour. Model based on the steady state

equations where the synchronous machine is representecl as a fixecl voltage behind a tran-

sient Xd' and sub-transient Xd" teactance (Thevenin equivalent) was considered first. per-

fotmance of such a system is then compared with performance of the system where a

detailed model of the syncht'onous machine describecl with Park's equations is used. Two

cases are considered. In one case the machine's field voltage is kept constant during simu-

lation while in the other case the machine's field voltage is dynamically adjusted using the

exciter to keep bus voltage at lpu.

studies r.rsing the "control sensitivity Index (csl)" [4] ancl "Maximum power curve

(MPC)" [2] analysis methods with different synchronous machine models arc conducted.

These arc then compared with results from time domain simulation. The objective of the

steady state CSI analysis is to find the critical ESCR below which the system in the power

control mode becomes steady state unstable while the objective of the MpC analysis is to

pt'ovide information about maximum available power (MAP) for different ESCR. The

MPC analysis also provides the theoretical MPCs curves based on the steady state equa-

tion which are compared with the MPC obtained by simulation of the system with differ-

ent synchronous machine replesentations.

The objective of the time domain analysis using PSCADÆMTDC is ro find the critical

ESCR for each model. These rcsults can then be compared with results obtained from

analysis of steady state CSI and MPC indices. The first case is the steady state critical

ESCR, and the other two are one phase fault recovely critical ESCR and three phase fault

-4-
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rccovery critical ESCR. The steady state critical ESCR rcfers to the lowest ESCR below

which the hvdc/ac system can not be brought up to steacly state due to the very weak

strength of the ac system. The tems one and three phase fault recover.y critical ESCR

refer to the lowest ESCR below which the hvdc/ac system can not recover after one and

thlee phase fault clearing respectively.

1"3 Tlaesis O¡.ltline

The hvdc system tlsed for the power/voltage stability stlrdy in this thesis is fully described

in Chapter 2.The benchmatli model developed by CIGRE [8] is used as the base hvdc sys-

tem model. Some modification of the oliginal benchmark model [3] were necessary in

order to design the appropriate study system for the resealch conducted in the thesis.

The results of the steady state system analysis are presented in Chapter 3. The two steady

state analyses arc conducted the Control Sensitivity Index (CSI) and Maximum power

Curve (MPC) analysis. Subsequently, results of the steady state analysis are compared

with simulation results. At the end, the conclusion drawn from the steady state analysis are

outlined.

In Chapter 4 the results of the time domain analysis are presented. The critical ESCR for

the steady state results are derived by simulation as are also the cr.itical ESCR values for

one and three phase fatllt recovery. Adding moïe synchronous machines to deliveï the
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same amount of the rcactive powel affects the critical ESCR. The critical ESCR is also

affected by exciter gains. Those effects on the critical ESCR are also presented in this

chapter.

Finally, in the Chapter'5, the conclusion basecl on the results obtainerl in Chapter 3 and 4

are outlined, and Lecommendations for fur.ther rcsearch are suggested.

-6
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CHAPTER 2

STUDY SYSTEM

In this chapter thc clefinition of the Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) ancl Ef1ective Shor.t Cir.cuit

Ratio (ESCR) and detailed description of the stucliecl system are prescntecl. The st¡rly sys-

ten is dcveloped trsing the CIGRE benchmal'k moclel [8] as the ¡eference systenl since the

benchmark model has been establishecl to provicle a comnlon reference system to

researchers conducting comparative performance studies. However, some modification of

the original CIGRE benchmark model are made in older to establish the appropriate

model for the studies conducted herein.

2.1 Definition of SCR and BSCR

The sttength of the ac system is measured in terms of the Short Cirruit Ratio (SCR) or

Effective Short Circuit Ratio (ESCR). The SCR and ESCR indicate the relarive strength of

the ac system with respect to the rated dc power. There are several definitions of SCR and

ESCR; therefore, in order avoid any ambiguity that may arise, this section shows how the

SCR and ESCR are calculated in this study.

-1-
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The SCR is defined as the ratio of the short circuit MVA of the ac system at the ac busbar

with the dc blocked, and the ac voltage re-adjustecl to its nominal voltage Vt to the rated

dc power Pd at that bus U l. This ratio is equivalent to the system Thevenin admittance

expressed in per unit with the lated dc power as the MVA base and ratecl ac voltage as the

voltage base' Figure 2.1.1 shows the equivalent circuit of the inverter ac system used dur-

ing our study. Referring to figure 2.1.1, the calculation of the SCR, equation (1.1),

includes the receiving system impedance Zs,the local load impeclance Zll, and the tran-

sient synchronous machine reactance Xcl' while the filter impeclance Zf is not includecl in

the calculation of the SCR. However, if the filter impedance Zf is incluclecl in the calcula-

tion of the MVA of the ac system, then the ratio is callecl ESCR, equation (1.2).

Figure 2.1.1 : The SCR and ESCR definition.

scR : (+* *r* h),u.,,

ESCR : (#* *¡;r. *)'u","

(1.1)

lnverter Bus

where

-8-
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2.2. The Study Hvdc/ac System

The systent used for the study is shown in Figule 2.2.1.It is the CIGRE benchmark model

[3] which has been established to plovicle a commorì refèrence system to researchers cor-

ducting comparative performance studies. It is a l000MW 500 KV 12 pulsemonopolar

hvdc system. The rectifier SCR is 2.5284" and is kept constant during the study while the

SCR at the inverter end is changed according to the study requirements. Some modifica-

tions of the original CIGRE benchmark model were necessary in order to createa system

model appropriate for studies presented in this thesis. From the original CIGRE bench-

mark model the fixed capacitor banks at the inverter end were replaced by a synchronous

condenser. Furthermore, the high and low frequency damping filters at the inverter end

wete resized to provide 300 Mvar while the synchronous condenser provides around 260

Mvar to fully compensate the inverter reactive power rcquirement. A local load of

300MVA with power factor 0.95 was added at the inverter bus to represent the damping

and regulating effects of the local load.

Chapter 2.

is considered that the rated value of the dc cunent is 2kA, the dc

the middle of the dc line, and the voltage at the invelter ac bus is

In the steady state

power is 1000M!V

ir

at
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230kV. The steady state of the system which gives 1pu value for the dc cunent, the dc

voltage, and the inverter ac bus voltage will be refen'ed to as " l pu steady state" through-

out the thesis. All plesented results will consider capability of the dc system connected to

a very weak ac system to be in the I pu steady state.

The ESCR of the ac system at the inverter end is changed accolding to study requirc-

nlents. The ESCR changes are made in such way that the ac system impedance fr.equency

response profìle remains essentially unchangecl (see Appenclix I). If the ESCR has to be

reduced, the magltitude of the systenr impeclance is illcleasecl by multiplying the original

impedance magnitude by a constant largel than one. If the ESCR has to be increased the

magnitude of the system impedance is decreased by multiplying the original impedance

magnitude by a constant smaller than one. Changes in the ESCR arc done in this way in

order to ensure that the phase angle of the system impedance Zs remains the same while

its magnitude changes according to the study requircments. The system impedance Zs is

shown in figure 2.2.1 in the dashed-line box. The magnitude of fheZs is multiplied with

the parameter k. The ESCR is reduced by increasing the parameter k, and conversely the

ESCR is increased by decreasing the parameter k. During simulation the ac system

strength is changed such that the SCR (or conesponding ESCR) of the system takes a

value from the table given in Appendix II.

- t0-
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2.3 Dc Control

The rectifief is in the constant powel control mode while the inverter is in the minimum

extinction angle (or gamma) control mode with y:l5deg. The power order is passeci

through a powet/voltage divider circuit to generate the appropriate current orcler, figure

2.3.1a.

2.3 "l Power/C urrent C ontrotr

It is assumed that the rectifier is in the constant power control mode for I pu steady state.

However, for low ESCR's the voltage at the bus bar becomes more sensitive to dc currcnt

increases which leads to the power control mode becoming unstable; and the system col-

lapses. In order to avoid system collapse when power control becomes unstable due to low

ESCR of the ac system, the following strategy for the power/current control at the rcctifiel.

end is applied:

In constant power control mode, the manually set power order is divided by the dc voltage

measured at the rectifier side, thus producing the dc current order. This order is passed to

the rectifier and inverter current controllers as shown in Figure Z.3.la.In order to avoid

system collapse the power control mode is replaced with cunent control mode if all three

phase voltages at the inverter ac side fall below 0.94pu for more than 30ms. In the current

control mode the power older is divided with the fixed dc voltage instead of the measured
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dc voltage. The fixed dc voltage has a value equal to rated dc voltage. While the system is

in the cllffent control mode, if all phase voltages rise above 0.98pu for more than l00ms, it

is again safe to opel'ate the system in power control mode. Therefore, the power order is

divided by measured dc voltage at the rectifiel'sicle, and the power control takes place

instead of the cun'ent control, figure 2.3.1b.

Vdc_ord:Vdc_fixed

Vdc_ord:Vdc_mes

(b)

Figure 2.3.1: The PowerlCurrent ControL

(a)

U)
(.1

+

timer
for
30ms
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2.4 The study System Modet with Different synchronous

Machine Models

It seems that the modelling of the synchronous machine plays an impor.tant role whe¡ the

critical SCR and ESCR has to be cletemined in olcler to ensllre that a dc system connectecl

to a very weak ac system operates reliably. Several repl'esentation for the synchronous

machine are possible. We often model the machine as a fìxecl volterge behincl a transient

l'eactance Xd' or a sub-transient reactance Xcl". This Thevenin equivalent machine moclel

is the simplest machine rnodel which is usecl in SCR and ESCR system analysis. Here we

compale this simple model with the cletailed machine model where the machine is mod-

elled using Patlç's equations while the machine's field voltage is kept constant. The

detailed machine model contains internal electro-mechanical machine dynamics but

excludes exciter dynamics. One question which arises here is which rcactance (Xd, or

Xd") is more appropriate for rcpresenting the machine for steady state voltage stability

analysis.

The most accurate model is the detailed machine model including exciter dynamics with

its time constants and field forcing limits. The model where machine and exciter as a

dynamic voltage regulator are fully modelled gives the most complete and accurate pic-

ture about hvdc system behaviour. Let us compare the performance of the complete sys-

tem model with the system petfotmance where the machine is modelled as a voltage

source behind the transient reactance Xd'. The voltage source is automatically adjusted to

keep bus voltage at 1pu. This comparison should provide the answer to the suitability of a

-t4-
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voltage source behind a transient reactance type of machine reprcsentation.

One of the objectives of the thesis is to determine how the synchr.onous machine moclel-

ling affects critical ESCR. In order to do that, the following four models of the synchr.o-

nous machine connected to an hvdc system are investigatecl.

2.4.1Model 1

The synchronous machine is moclelled as a fixecl voltage source behind a (sub-) tran-

sient reactance.

In this test model, figure 2.4.1, the synchronous machine is replaced with a f,xed field volt-

age behind its sub-transient reactance Xd" and transient rcactance Xd'. In other words, in

this simplest machine model the Thevenin equivalent of the synchronous machine is used,

and othel machine dynamics are neglected.

In the time domain analysis this system moclel contains dynamics of the dc system and its

control while intemal electro-mechanical dynamics of the synchronous machine and

dynamics of the exciter are neglected.

- l-t-
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Damped high

frequency filter

Darnped low
fì'equency filter'

Thevenin eqLtivalent
of the system and machine

Local load

Figtrre 2.4.1: The stutly system model l.

2.4.2 Model2

Detailed Machine Model with Fixed Field voltage (without Exciter)

In order to investigate how critical ESCR is affected by simptifying the synchronous

machine model to a fixed voltage behind a transient reactance, the machine is modelled in

detail, and field voltage is kept constant. In this model, the synchronous machine is repre-

sented with Park's equations while the machine f,eld voltage is kept constant during simu-

lation as in figure 2.4.2. The fixed field voltage is manually adjusted to provide lpu bus

bar voltage at the inverter ac side. In the time domain analysis this system model contains

dynamics of the dc control and internal electro-mechanical dynamics of the synchronous

l2 Pulse bridge

0.9 l: I

Xc=0. l Spu

L Xg:4.1.087 I 5 2 or Xd":_?9.097.s2 |
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machine while the dynamics of the exciter are neglected.

A synchronous machine of rating - 165-+300Mvar is usecl for the time domain simulation.

The machine parameters at'e given in Appendix III. At steady state, the filters supply

300Mvar, and the machine's field voltage is adjustecl so that the synchronous compensator

supplies the remaining 260Mvar to fully compensate for.reactive power.

Damped high

flequency filter'

Damped low
flequency f,lter

Local load

Invefter ac systenl

Efield fixed 
I

Figure 2.4.2: The sÍudy sysÍem model Z.

Detailed model of
synchronous machine
with fixed Efield

Ir

l2 Pulse bridge

t94.355
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2.4.3 Model 3

Detailed Machine Model With Exciter

In this model the synchronous machine is represented with Park's equations where the

machine field volta-se is dynantically acljusted by a fàst acting exciter to keep bus voltage

at the inverter ac bus at lpu as in Figure2.4.3.In the time clomain analysis this system

model contains full system dynantics including clynamics of the clc control, internal elec-

tt'o-mechanical dynanrics of the synchronous machine, and clynanrics of the exciter as

automatic vol tage legulator.

Two different exciter models arc used cluring the study. The gain Ka is changed in para-

metric studies in order to investigate the effect of the gain on the critical ESCR.

-t8-
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Damped high

frequency filter

Damped lorv
frequency filter

Local load

Inveltel'ac systenl

.
I Detailecl moclel of
¡ synclrlonous rnachine' rvith cxciter as clyrrarnic
I volfage contl'ol clevices

I

I

J

OO
ra)

0.91: I
Xc:O. I 8pu

t94.355

t67.5

Vt mes

Vt_r'ef

Figure 2.4.3: The study system model 3.

Figure 2.4.4 shows exciter model 1 which con'esponds to an exciter with characteristics

similar to a modem fast acting exciter such as the MIL manufactured exciter in the Mani-

toba Hydro System. Figure 2.4.5 shows the exciter model 2 which corresponds to the

exciter with typical time constants and field forcing limits which corresponds to those

available on modem day exciters. A 3o/o cunent droop based on full range of the compen-

sator is used.

l2 Pulse briclge 6Jffi
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Figttre 2.4.4: Exciter model l.

Figure 2.4.5: Exciter motlel2.

2.4.4 Model4

Idealised Synchronous Condenser (Exciter Model)

Model 4 is very similar to model 1. However, in this model the synchronous machine is

modelled as a voltage dependant ac voltage source behind a hansient reactance. The emf

of the ac source Esys is automatically adjusted to keep bus voltage Vt at 1pu, figurc 2.4.6.

The PI regulator with the gain equal to 500 and integral time constant equal to 0.001s is

Static Exciter

3% droop

l/( I +0.0 l7s) l+0.145s)/( l+0.08s Ka/( l+0.003s)

Vt or.d CONTROL _6.0/ F,xCnnF(
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used to adjust Esys to keep bus voltage at lpu. This model like model 1 does not contain

machine and exciter dynamics. On the other hand, this moclel includes the feature of a fast

automatic bus voltage regulator.

0.00843

61.8

Damped high

frequency filter

Danrped lorv
flequency fìlter

Local Ioad
t67.5

Invertel ac system

sted Esys

Esys

Vt_ref
Synchronous machine
model

Figure 2.4.6: The study system model4.

l94.3ss

l2 Pulse blidge

0.91 : I

Xc=O. l 8pu

500+ 1/0.001s
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CHAPTER 3

STEADY STATE ANALYffS

In this chaptel the steady state analysis of the system under study is conductecl. The meth-

ocls of Control Sensitivity Inclex (CSI) ancl the Maximum Power Curve (MpC) analysis

are applied in order to determine the critical effèctive short circuit r.atio (ESCR) below

which the system in power control mode becomes unstable. Theoretical MpC's based on

the steady state equations, are calculated where the machine is replaced with a fixed volt-

age behind a sub-transient or a transient reactance. These curves are then compared with

MPC's obtained by simulation to see how the theoretical MPC matches with the simulated

MPC. After that, the simulated MPC of the system with detailed machine models

described by Park's equations is compared with the theoretical MPC where the machine is

rcplaced by its transient xd' and sub-transient xd" reactances, respectively.

3.1 Theoretical background

There is a maximum limit to the power that can be injected into the ac network at the point

of connection of a dc system inverter. The relation between the "Maximum Available

Powel'" (MAP) transmitted by the dc system and the ac system impedance, as seen from
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the converter ac bus, has been expressed in terms of dc power versus dc cunent character-

istics called "Maximum Power Curves (MPC)". The concept of "Maximum power

Curves" (MPC) for the hvdc system with rectifier in constant power contr-ol, ancl the

inverter in constant extinction angle ycontrol is introduced by Ainswofth [2]. The peak of

the MPC is the Maximum Available Power'(MAP) or Peak Available Power (pAp) for the

systent with given system impedance Zs or ESCR.

The stability of the hvdc system in power control mocle is determinect by the MpC. The

MPC tells hor.v much dc current can be increasecl in orcler to incr.ease the clelivered clc

power. However, the clc current increase causes the converter ac bus voltage to cleclease

due to increased reactive power demand of the converter. Aftel some point, any further

increase in the dc current rcsults in a decrease in the bus voltage such that the dc power

reduces. This causes the system in the constant po'ffer control mode to become unstable.

In other words, any further dc current increase will reduce delivercd dc power and render

a feedback control system in power control to become unstable.

Recently, Nayak et al l4l developed the concept of "Control Sensitivity Index (CSI)" for

the control stability analysis of hvdc convertors connected to a weak ac system. The.,Con-

trol Sensitivity Index" is based on relating the sensitivity of the power system response to

the output of the controller under consideration. It is defined for a particular conhol mode

as the rate of change of the controlled (controller input) quantity with respect to the con-

tt'olling quantity (controller output). This definition is illustrated in the figurc 3.1.1. The

CSI focuses directly on the contt'oller inpuloutput characteristics and indicates how the

-23-
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controller affects the stability of the system. The indication of the instability onset for par-

ticular control mode is when the CSI for that control mode changes sign. The CSI concept

for power control mode like the MPC concept gives the critical short circuit which indi-

cates onset of instability of the system in power control mode.

,-,,_ contro!!eclquantily
controlllng quatìtrty

Figure 3.1 .I : The deJini tion oJ' CSI.

3.2 control sensitivity rndex (csl) 
^pd/^rd 

Analysis

The "Control Sensitivity Index (CSI)" indicates how the employed control modes affect

the stability of the hvdc system. The CSI is based on analysing the sensitivity of the power

system response to a change in an output quantity of the controller under consideration. If

the hvdc system is in the constant power control mode the controller normally adjusts the

cunent order so that the ordered power is maintained. The power controller is designed to

increase cunent Id in order to increase ordered power Pd. However, if the hvdc system is

connected to a sufficiently weak ac system the increase in dc current beyond a certain crit-

controllin

controlled quantity (ÂPd)

dc controller
(power controller)
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ical value can actually lead to decrease in dc power. In this case the power control will act

in a direction to increase dc current to attempt to maintain the ordered power. However on

the contrary, the power will reduce, and that will ultimately lead to system collapse. The

CSI for the power control mode is definecl as APd/AIcl, and it is positive for normal system

operation. If by redLrcing ESCR of the ac system the CSI i.e APcl/AId becomes negarive; it

indicates that system has become unstable as then an attempt by the controller to increase

power actually results in recluced power output. This causes a system collapse unless a

control strate-qy other than powel'control (such as current control) is appliecl.

3.2.1 Control Sensitivity Index Apd/^Id Calculation

The CSI for the power control mode APd/^Id calculation is based on the steady state equa-

tions. A straightforward implementation of the SCR concept results in a simple Thevenin

equivalent that can absorù ol supply rcal as well as reactive power. The SCR concept is

based on the equivalent ac system impedance without any rcstriction for reactive and real

power supply. This SCR concept is used in model I ancl model 4 (section 2.4) wherc the

synchronous machine is modelled as a voltage source behind transient rcactance. The

steady state of such a modelled system is described by five steady state equations in com-

plex form as in equations 3.1.

A synchronous machine on the other hand can only supply ancl absorb a reactive power in

the steady state while it can not absorb or supply real power. This constr.aint on the real
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power supply is demonstrated in model 2 and, model 3 (section 2.4) where the detailed

machine model is used. This is the most accurate model to use. If the synchronous

machine is modelled so as to supply required reactive power in to the system while its real

po\'ver is maintained atzero, the system is then clescribecl by six steady state equations in

complex form as in equations 3.2.

Steady state equations for moclel l:

VI: Ji.xr' .r,t
7. (cos (y) + cos (rx) )

cos (@) - (cos (cr) - cos (T) )

vct : z ' "/-z .T .vt 3

7r I . cos {Ð _ i. Xc . rd (3.1)

Pd : Id.Vd

Ery, : ,, -4:t&- ( ---::!-- .ui* -v' -l!\' n + jXd, \ Vir . cos (<Þ) " -q nt)
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Steady state equations for mod,el2:

VI: ,J-z.xt .t¿

Osw : Jj 'v, .

where the variables are defined as:

Vt: Line to line voltage on the ac busbar

Xc: Commutation impedance

Id: Dc current

T: Transformel tum ratio

cr: Firing angle of inverter

y Extinction angle

(Þ: Power factor angle of convertor ac currcnt

Vd: Dc voltage

Pd: Dc power

Zf: Impedance of ac filters

Zll: lmpedance of local load

7. (cos (y) + cos (cr) )

cos (<Þ) - (cos (cr): cos (T) )

v(t :3'þ.r.v, 3 -'jr I . cos (T) _; .Xc. . I¿l 
ß.2)

Ptl : Id.Vd

ð.ry,ç : Vt_Zt.( lrtl .,,r4, _Vt _Vr * O.,ru,'1" \ Vr. cos (<Þ) " q, Ztt ' Vr )

(EJ'ield . cos (E) - Vr)
jxd'
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Esys: Source voltage of system equivalent

Zs: System impedance equivalent

Xd': Synchronous machine transient reactance

ô: Synchronous machine angle

Qsync: Reactive power supplied by synchr.onous machine

Efield: Synchronous machine field voltage

The control sensitivity index APd/AId has been computecl by linearizing the eq,ations 3.1

and3'2 and ttsing the numerical Ner,vton-Raphson method [19] to lìnct lpu steady state

soltttion for differcnt Zs (ESCR). Figure 3.3.1 shows the algo¡ithm for. 
^Pd/AId 

calc'la-

tion. If the synchronous machine is replaced only by a fixed voltage behind its transient

Xd' or sub-tlansient reactance Xd" without any restriction for machine absor.bed/supplied

real power in steady state, the equations 3.1 are used for the APd/^Id calculation. In that

case during the steady state calculation it is assumed that:

- The inverter is in the constant extinction angle r¿ control mode.

- The rectifier is in the constant current Id control mode.

- The inverter is connected to the infinite ac bus with voltage vt.

Howevet', in the real synchronous machine the real power absorbed/supplied is zero in the

steady state. If this assumption is made then the equation 3.2 are used for 
^pd/Ald 

calcu-

lation. Therefore, besides the above assumptions the additional assumptions have to be

made:

- The machine supplies constant amount of requiled rcactive power Qsync for lpu steady
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state.

- The real power of the synchronous machine is equal zero. Thercfore, the angle ô of the

synchronous machine is set to zero in the solution.

In other wotds, the variables Y, Icl, and Vt are kept constant cluring steacly state calculation

for equations 3.1 while variables y, Id, Vt, Qsync, and ð are kept constant for equations

-).2^

When thc steady state lor particular Zs has been reachecl, a sensitivity analysis is con-

ducted where the equations are solvecl fol a small change in the dc power Apd in response

to a small change in the dc cunent AId. The solution gives the ratio APd/AId for differ.ent

Zs (ESCR). During 
^Pd/^Id 

calculation, the quantities lEsysl and 7 do not change due to

small dc cuffent change, therefore AlEsysl and Ar¡ are held af zero for the equations 3.1

while for the equations 3.2the quantities AlEsysl, Ay, Aô, and AlEfieldl ar.g held at zero.

The programs listing for power control mode CSI calculation are provided in Appendix-

IV.
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The algorithm for the CSI:^pcl/^Id calculation

Set initial conditions for steacly state calculation
fbr particular Zs (ESCR):

for equation 3.1 :

for cr, @, Vcl, Esys, 0, Pd have the initial guessed values
while y:l5deg, Id:2k4, Vt:23OkV are constant.

for equations 3.2:
for o, <Þ, Vd, Esys, 0. Pd, Efield have the initial guessecl
values
while pl5cleg, Icl:2kA, Vt:230kV
Qsync:260MVar, and õ:Odeg are constant

Newton-Raphson method for steady
state calculation

Is steady state solution found?

CSI 
^Pd/^Id 

calculation assuming that

for equations 3.1:
Â1e0, and AEsys:O

for equation 3.2:
A1*0, AEsys:O, ÂEfield:O, and Âô:0

Next Zs (ESCR)?

Figure 3.2.1: The algorithm for the CSI:^pcl/AId calculation.
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3.2.2 CSI Analysis Results

The results of the CSI analysis are shown in the figures 3.2.2and,3.2.3.Figure 3.2.2 shows

tesults for both sets of steady state equations. Depencling of the steady state equations by

which the system is described, the CSI analysis for the power control mocle gives ¿iffer.ent

critical ESCR. If the synchronous condenser is represented by a fixed voltage behind its

transient leactance Xd', the critical ESCR is equal to 1.554. This is how the calculation is

conventionally carl'icd out. Howevet', if the synchronor¡s concle¡ser is moclellecl 5y its tr.an-

sientreactanceXcl',butitsrealpoweriskeptiLtzerothencliticalESCRisec¡ual tol.59l.

---------{lS I (Xd' ) for models I & 4 ' --.-- --CSI(Xd') for rnodels 2 &.3
-----zero

100

1_4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.6 1.65 1-7
ESCR(><d')

1.75

50

ar

è.-otr*
lj(t)
C-)

-100
1.8

Figtu'e 3.2.2: The csl for power conlrol mode if machine is moclelled as
lrans ie n t reacla nce Xtl' .
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----------CS I (Xcl ") for
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nrodels 1 &. 4 ---- ------CSI(Xd") for models Z & 3
____zero

lL

Ê-

U)
CJ

300

20C

100

-100

o

1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4
ESCR(Xd")

Figure 3.2.3: The csl frtr power conrrol motle if mctchine is moelel.l.etl as
the sLtlt- tretnsient reactance X¿1,'.

Figure 3.2.3 shows CSI results if the synchronous machine is replaced by its sub-transient

reactance Xd". V/ith machine represented by Xd" an ESCR of 1.636 results even if the

remote ac system is totally disconnected. Consequently, 1.636 is thus the lowest practi-

cally achievable ESCR (or 1.033 if Xd' is used instead Xd"). According to figure 3.2.3 it

seems that critical ESCR is less than the smallest possible ESCR for moclel 1. That means

that the synchronous machine represented by sub-transient rcactance Xd" increases the

strength of the ac system such that the system is always steady state stable in the power

control mode. On the other hand, the CSI analysis for the model 2 (with additional con-

straint that machine's real polver is equal to zero) gives the critical ESCR(Xd,') equal to

1.965 or the conesponding ESCR(Xd,) is equal to 1.355.
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These results show that reptesenting the machine as a mere fixed voltage behind reactance

without any restriction for the machine's real power gives lower critical ESCRs,. This

leads to the conclusion that representing the machine as a mele fixed voltage behind reac-

tance gives too optimistic a value for the critical ESCR. This will later be proved in the

time domain analysis, as well. Which machine model, whether one with transient Xd' or

with sub-transient Xd" reactance is more appropriate for steady state system analysis will

be lesolved by the MAP and time domain analysis to follow.

3.3. Maximum Power Curve (MPC) Analysis

The "Maximum Power Curve (MPC)" shows the maximum power which can be injected

into the ac system at the point of connection of a dc system inverter. For a given ac system

strength (i.e. impedance Zs) and other parameters of the hvdc/ac system there will be a

unique Pd versus Id characteristics or unique MpC.

Using steady state equations the MPC for the hvdc/ac system with different system imped-

ance Zs (ESCR) are calculated. Those curves are rcferred further in the this thesis as the

theoretical MPC. For an ac system with a given strength two MPC's are calculated. One

MPC is calculated such that the synchronous machine is replaced by the transient reac-

tance Xd' while in another MPC calculation the synchronous machine is replaced by the

sub-Í'ansient reactance Xd".
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The MPC's arc also calculatecl by simulation using the EMTDC program. In order to do

that, it is assumed that the rectifier is in current control mode and inverter in the r¿ control

mode. Then, during simulation the dc current order is graclually increased from 0 to l.2pu

in the time range of 30 seconds to move the operating point in a quasi-steady manner.

Finally, the dc power and the rms voltage at the inverter ac bus al.e measurecl and later

plotted versus dc current.

In this section comparisons are nrade to acldress the following questions:

(i) How does an MPC characteristics calculatecl from theory agree with one from transient

simulation with the impedance of a machine represented as a Thevenin equivale¡t?

(ii) How does the MPC calculated from theory agree with the simulation MpC that is cal-

culated using a more detailed machine model described by park's equations?

(iii) How does a theoretical MPC calculated assuming ideal bus voltage control agree with

one from simulation where bus voltage is controlled by a fast acting exciter?

3.3.1 The Maximum Power Curve MpC Calculation

This section describes the MPC theoretical calculation using steady state equations. The

steady state equations 3.1 are used for MPC calculation assuming some pre-defined start-

ing condition. The dc cunent order is gradually increased, and dc power is measured. The

algorithm for MPC calculation is shown in the figure 3.3.l.For any Zs (ESCR) for which

the MPC is to be calculated the system Thevenin voltage Esys is set to provide the lpu
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steady state operating condition. This establishes the steady state condition. After.that, the

following assumption are made for MpC calculation:

- The inverter is in the constant extinction angle r control mode.

- The rectifier is in the constant cunent Id contr.ol mode.

In other woLds, the variable 1, Esys, and Id equal to ordeled current are kept constant in

equations 3.1 during steady state MpC calculation.

In addition. we rcalizecl that in a real synchronot¡s conclenser the real povver.absorbed/sup-

pliecl is zero in steady state. When we make this assumption a different set of steady state

equations must be used as in equations 3.2, and aclditional assumptions have to be made as

follows:

- The machine field voltage Efield doesn't change with change in cunent order.

- The real power of the synchronous machine is equal zero. Therefore, the angle õ of the

synchronous machine is set to be equal to zero.

In other words, the variables y, Esys, Efield, ô, and Id are kept constant for equations 3.2

during steady state MPC calculation.

The algorithm for MPC calculation is shown in figure 3.3.1, and the programs listing for

the MAP calculation ale provided in Appendix-V.
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Algorithm for MPC Calculation

Set Zs (ESCR) for MPC calculation and
Esys(Zs) to keep lpu steady state for lpu
cunent order

Set initial conclitions fbr steady state calculation
fbr clifferent clc current orcler: 

-

for eq uation 3. I :

1or o, <Þ, Vcl, e , Pcl. Qsync, ancl Vt have the initial
gttessecl values while 1= I 5deg, Icl:lcl_ordel: Esys(Zs),
arc constant.

fbr equations 3.2:
for o, O, Vd, Esys(Zs), 0, Pdc, are Efield have the initial
guessed values
while 1e15deg, Idc:Idc_ordeç Esys,
õ:Odeg, and Efield are constant

Newton-Raphson method for steady
state calculation

Is steady state solution found?

Next dc current order?

Figure 3.3.1: The algorithm for the MpC calculation.
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3.3.2 The MPC Analysis Results

The lesults of the MPC analysìs are now shown. Figure 3.3.2 shows the theoretical MpC,s

and MPC's obtained by simulation using model 1 where machine is moclelled as a fìxecl

voltage behind the tlansient reactance. For the ESCR(Xd') higher than or equal to I .554,

the system MPC(Xd') calculated with transient reactance Xd'passes through the lpu

steady state system operating point. Holvever, for reducecl ESCR equal to 1.534 the sys-

tcm maximum available por,ver MAP is less than lpu which results in the system being

t¡nable to delivel' lpu dc power into the ac system. Because stability of the power control

mode is the strbject of investigation, the incapability of the system to r.each lpu steacly

state is designated as unstable for the power conttol mode. From the figure 3.3.1, it is

shown very good agrcement between theoretical MPC's and simulation MPC's calculated

using EMTDC.

Figure 3.3.3 shows theoretical MPC and simulation MPC obtained using model 2 where

internal machine dynamics are fully modelled. The theoretical calculations have been car-

ried out using steady state equations 3.2. It can be noticed that the simulation MpC for

lower dc current otder matches quite well with the theoretical MPC where the machine is

replaced by the sub-ftansient reactance Xd". However, for the higher dc current order sim-

ulation MPC matches better with theoretical MPC where the machine is replaced by the

tlansient leactance Xd'. It is noticed that for dc cunent order approximately equal to 1.Opu

MPC starts to oscillate with increasing oscillations. Those oscillation can be attributed to

the dynamics of the synchronous machine. Indeecl, figule 3.3.4 shows the same curve
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drawn if a machine's inertia is (artificially) increased from 2.l5pu to 10pu. The oscilla-

tions are then not evident. For ESCR less than or equal to l.574the MAp is less then lpu

which means that oldered powel can not be delivered in to the system resulting in the

instability of the power control mode.

Similarly, Figure 3.3.5 shows the effects of including or not including the psync:g

(rnachine's real power equal to zero) constlaint. Surprisingly, the curves (with transient

reactance Xd') with and lvithout the constraint seem to be quite close to the simulated

cul've . However, as reported in section 3.2.2, the critical ESCR (i.e. ESCR at which Apcl/

ald changes sign) is more accurately given with the constraint included.
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ESCR(Xd'):l.ss4

-'ìÏeoretical 

MPC rvith Xd' -'...-..Tlìeoretical Vnns_inv witlì Xd'
- - - Theoretical MPC with Xd', . - - - Theoretical Vnns inv rvith Xcl',.'-'- Simulation MPC with Xd'

- 

Si¡nulation IvIPC u,ith Xd"

- - - Sirnulalion Vr¡ns_inv with Xcl'
.'-"-.- Sinulation Vnns_inv with Xcl"

Þ.

¡

o.
O

Ê- o.475

o.75

1.25

1.1875

1.125

1.0625

1

0.9375

0.875

o.4125

o.75

o.8 0.9

Idc (pu)

ESCR(Xd')=1.534

- 

Theoretical MPC with Xd'
- - - Theoretical MpC with Xd"

"'-'--' Theoretical Vnn_inv with Xd'
- - - Theoretical Vn¡s_inv with Xd,'

p.

I

!

Ê.
o

Êr

"-'- Sirnulation MPC with Xd' - - - Silnulation Vrrns_inv with Xd'

- 

Simulation MPC with Xd" -....... Silnulation Vnns inv with Xd"

0.9

Idc (pu)

Fi¿¡.3.3.2: The theoretical ctnd si¡nulation MpCJ'or the syslen model L
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.t.3

1.2

ESCR:I.597

-Theot€tical 

Vtms_inv with Xd" -..........Theoretical MpC with Xcl"
----Theoretical Vrms_inv wirh Xd' -- - - - Theor.etical MpC with Xct'
-'-'-Simulation Vrms inv -- - -Simulation MPC

0.7 0.9

Idc (pu)

ESCR:1.574

-Theoretical 

Vrms_inv with Xd" ....-.....-Theoretical MpC with Xd"
----Theoretical Vrms_inv with Xd' .- - - - Theoretical MpC wíth Xd'
'--'-'-Vrms_lnv -- --pdc Inv

0.9

Idc (pu)

Fig. 3.3.3 : The theoretical qnd simulcrlÌon MpC frn the system model 2.
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ESCR:I.597
rTheoretical MPC with Xd' -----.....Theor.etical MpC wirh Xd"
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Fig. 3.3.4: The theoreticttl qnd simulation Mpc f.r the sy5¡¿¡4 mo¿lel 2.
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ESCR:I.597
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Figure 3'3'5: The theoretical. MPC's comparison with the simulation MPC for îhe system mo¿el. 2
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-MPC 

without volt reg.
- - - -Vrms_inv without volt. reg

-""-'--MPC for ideal volt. reg
Vrms_inv for ideal volt. reg

2.5

o.5
o.5 3.5 4.5

Figure 3.3.6: Theorelical MPC for- the icleal voltage conrru¡\.

The power/voltage instability limit could be greatly improved if it is possible to ideally

control the bus voltage. However, in rcal systems the synchronous machine and the exciter

which controls bus voltage contain inherent dynamics, limits, and delays which may not

allow this stability improvement to be achieved.

The MPC shown in figure 3.3.6 is calculated using equation3.2 and assuming that the

inverter side ac voltage is ideally conffolled. The MPC indicates that the weak ac system

does not show signs of the power instability. In fact, according to the MpC from the figure

3.3.6 in the dc curent range of our interest from 0.6 to 1.Zpu, it can be approximated that

dc power increases proportionally to the dc cunent. During the MPC calculation for this

c-

!

I

= 1.5
Ê-
Q'€o.

1.5 2.5 3
Idc (pu)
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case, the bus voltage Vt, the extinction angle r¿, synchronous machine angle ô equal to

zero, and system voltage magnihrde lEsysl are kept constant. This MPC is dependant nei-

ther on the system impedance Zsnor on the synchronous machine presentation i.e whether

it is leplesented by transient Xd' or sub-transient Xd" reactance. This is to be expected

with a device that maintains the bus voltage ideally at 1pu. The parabolic shape of the

curve is thus only dtre to the converter transformer reactance Xc.

Figttre 3.3.7 shows simulation MPC's f-or moclel 3, whele synchronous machine and

exciter arc filly modelled for the ESCRs equal to 1.71I ancl 1.746 respectively. It can be

seen that inverter side ac voltage can not be "ideally" kept constant as the curr.ent orcler

increases. For the ESCR equal to 1.711 the MPC starts to deviate increasingly fr.om its

theoretical value, for the dc cunent order close to 0.9pu, while for the ESCR equal to

1.746 those deviations can be noticed after l.0pu dc cunent order. Due to these deviations,

for the ESCR equal to l.7II, it can be expected that the sysrem modelled as model 3 will

be steady state unstable (verified latter in chapter 4). Even though the theory tells us that

the voltage control makes that weak ac system behave as a strong one it is obvious than

that in the real system the machine and exciters speed and dynamics significantly affects

cdtical ESCR.

The simulation MPC of the model 4 where the machine is modelled as a dynamically

adjusted voltage source to keep bus voltage at lpu behind a transient rcactance is shown in

figure 3.3.8. It is then compated with simulation and theoretical MpC for model 3 where

machine and exciter are fully modelled to show diffelence between ideal voltage control
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and exciter voltage control which gives a more realistic picture. It can be seen that MpC

for model 4 follows the theoretical MPC quite accurately up to I .12pu current order when

the lower limit at the rectifier contl'oller is reached. On the other hancl, the simulation MpC

for model 3 shows significant oscillations for cunent ordel higher then 0.9pu. This glti-

mately leads to voltage collapse for cunent order close to I . l l pu. Those oscillations are

due to electro-mechanical dynamics of the synchronous machine. lndeed, if the machine

inertia is (artificially) increased from 2.l5pu to lOpu, the oscillations are not evìdent as

shown in Figure 3'3.9. However, even though the system response is not oscillatory the

bus voltage will collapse for same current order close to l.l lpu.
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3.4 Summary

Table 1 summarises the results of the CSI and MAP analysis. It is shown that the theoreti-

cal critical ESCR based on the CSI and the MPC calculation depencls on the type of moclel

used. If the synchronous machine is modelled as a fixecl voltage behind the transient reac-

tance Xd' (equations 3.1) the calculated steady state critical ESCR(Xd') is eq¡al to 1.554.

If it is supposed more realistically, that the machine supplies reactive power in to the sys-

tem while its real power is equal to zeïo (equations 3.2) then the calculatecl critical

ESCR(Xd') is higher and equal to 1.591.

Table 1: The critical ESCRs'as result of the csl and MAp analysis

critical
ESCR(Xd',)

CSI analysis
Theoretical

MAP analysis
Theorctical Simulation

with Xd'
Model 1

(Psync+O)

with Xd"

1.554

stable
for all ESCR

t.554 1.554

stable stable
for all ESCR for all ESCR

with Xd'
Model 2
(Psync:0)

with Xd"

r.597

1.355 or ESCR(Xd"):I.965

1.591

r.597
1.355

Model 3

stable for all ESCR
(voltage control dynamic is
not included in theoretical cal-
culation)

stable
for all ESCR 1.746

Model 4
stable for all ESCR
(voltage control dynamic is
not included in theoretical cal-
culation)

stable stable
for all ESCR for all ESCR
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If the synchronous machine is replaced by a fixed voltage source behind the sub-transient

Xd" teactance in equations 3.1, the system is steady state stable for every ESCR. This

means that even if the ac system equivalent is completely disconnected, the system is sta-

ble at lated voltage and cunent. In other words, the machine represented by a fixed voltage

behind the sub-transient reactance increases ac system strength to such an extent that the

system does not ever experience power instability. However in the more realistic case,

assuming that machine real power is zero in the steacly state as in equations3.2, ancl the

nlachine is replacecl by sub-tfansient leactance Xd", the steady state critical ESCR(Xct") is

equal to 1.965 if the sub-transient t'eactance Xcl" is used for the ESCR(XcI") calculation. If

instead of the sub-transient reactance the transient reactance is usecl for ESCR(Xd') calcu-

lation then the conesponding critical ESCR(xd') is equal to 1.355.

Comparing theoretical MPC and simulation MPC for model 2 it is obvious that for lower

cunent order the simulated MPC follows theoretical MPC(Xd") where the machine is

replaced by its sub-transient rcactance Xd". However, for higher cunent order than lpu

the simulation MPC follows theoretical MPC(Xd') where the machine is replaced by its

transient leactance Xd'. This means that instability will occul for higher ESCR than theo-

retical critical ESCR calculated by using machine model with the sub-transient reactance

Xd". This leads to the conclusion that transient reactance Xd' is more appropriate for the

ESCR analysis if a steady state critical ESCR has to be determined for the weak ac sys-

tem.

Very good agrcement results between theoretical MPC for idcal teminal voltage control
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and simulation MPC for the conesponding model 4,but in model 4 machine and exciter

dynamics arc neglected while exciter voltage regulating capability is maintained. How-

ever, if machine and exciter dynamics are included like in model 3, the simulation MpC

shows oscillatory erratic deviations from the theoletical MPC for higher cunent order.

This is rlue to the internal machine's clynamics. If a machine's inertia is increased the sys-

tem oscillatory response can be avoided.
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CHAPTER 4

TTME DOMAIÌV ANALYyS

In this chapter the results of time domain transient analysis of the stucly system are pre-

sented. The analysis is conducted by using the simulation transicnt package PSCAD/

EMTDC. The aim is to find out how nteaningful the critical ESCR calculation is for an

operating dc system. For example, the system may be stable at a given operating point

considering only the steady state operating condition. Howevel, if a fault is applied and

removed, when in this condition, the system may never recover. Thus we wish to deter-

mine how applicable the steady state analysis is for determining critical ESCR values for

an actual system.

4.1. Objective

The objective of the time domain simulation is to find critical ESCR's for the ipu steady

state and also for one phase, and three phase fault recovery. If initially the system can not

be brought up to the l pu steady state by gradually increasing the power order, steady state

instability is present. The lowest ESCR for which the system is still stable is called the

steady state critical ESCR. When 1pu steady state is reached an one phase fault is applied,
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and after 100ms the fault is cleared. If the system can not attain ipu steady state again,

then we say that "one phase fault instability" has occurrecl. Similarly, if the system can not

recover after the three phase fault is cleared, we say that "three phase fault instability', has

occtlffed. The lowest ESCR for which the system can still recover from one and thr-ee

phase fault is called one and three phase fault clitical ESCR, respectively. An important

question is how does this one or thrce phase critical ESCR compale with earlier 'steady

state' critical ESCR. During a fault recovery simulations, the clc system inherent ability to

recover from the faults is investi-qate. In other.rvoLcls, none of the fault clearing strategies

are applicd. The cl'itical ESCR's presentecl in this chapter for the fault recover.y reflects the

system ability to recover from fault without any additional mechanism for.the faults clear-

ing.

A.2.Model I Time Domain Simulation Results

The purpose of model 1 is to verify the theoretical results obtained in the CSI and the

MPC analysis (chapter 3). In this model the synchronous machine is reprcsented by a

fixed voltage source behind the transient Xd' and sub-transient reactanca Xd" (section

2.4.1). The system with such a simplified machine model is then simulated.

The simulations are conducted in the following way. The ESCR is reduced at the inverter

end by increasing Zs while the synchronous machine's rcactance is kept constant. For

each ESCR the Thevenin equivalent ac voltage is calculated using steady state equation
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3.1 to keep the terminal voltage at lpu. Two cases are investigated. In the first case the

synchronous machine is replaced with a fixed voltage behind the transient Xd' rcactance,

and in the second case machine is replaced by the sub-transient Xd" reactance.
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Simulations show that the system, if machine replaced by the transient reactance Xd', is

steady state stable and remains in power control mode fot an ESCR higher then ol equal to

1.554.If the ESCR is reduced further, the system becomes unstable due to power control

mode instability. The power control increases dc currcnt in order to incrcase powel. to l pu

but that causes power to decrease. The simulated steady state cdtical ESCR equal to 1.554
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is the same as the critical ESCR found in the CSI analysis.

Figure 4.2.1 shows steady state system power and voltage response for. the ESCR equal to

1.554 (stable state) and for the ESCR equal to|.534 (unstable stare). The ripples noriced

for the unstable case ale due to repeated interchanges between constant power and con-

stant current control mode. Figure 4.2.2 show the power and the bus voltage at the inverter

side for the three and the one phase fault. The critical ESCR for the one and the three

phase fault recovery is the same as the critical ESCR for the steady state stability.

One phase fault Three phase fault

Ê
Zt
>

è
Ê

^t

1_2

1

o.a

o-6

o-4

o-2

o

------!¡rr-S__.f¡fv 
l<>r- I:ì-S<:R- t.SS4 -----------.V.nS-_-Inv 1.or Ë,-S<lR_, -554

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 -7 a I 10 11 12 13 14 15
time (sec)

-----------Pclc_inv for E.S<IR-I..554 -----------,I>dc_inv f'or ES<]R_1.5541-2

1

o_a

o.6

o-4

o_2

o
14 15
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Figure 4.2.2: one phase fault and three phase fault recovery for moclel I with xtl' .

Figure 4.2.3 shows the power and the bus voltage if machine is replaced by sub-transient

() 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13
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rcactance Xd" for ESCR(Xd") equal to 1.636 (the lowest ESCR calculated such as the Zs

tends to infinity). It is obvious that the system doesn't show the power./voltage instability

in the case of the steady state, the one phase fault recovery, and three phase fault recovery.

This agrees with results from CSI and MAp analysis.

E,SCR-(><(r"): t -(>3(> or- E,SCR(><(t'): I _()Cr3
----------Vt f'or thr-cc ph¿ìsc f'¿lrÌlt --..--------Vt l'<>r- onc ¡>hatse1.zrult1-2
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4
di

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1011 1213 1415

o_2

o

time (sc'c)

----+d for tl¡ree pla¿ìse f:ault ---,-------.1>d for one 1>laase f-ar¡lt

il;
!:
::

?;

I
t
I

i:t
i;
ì
I
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Figure 4.2.3: one phase fault and three phase fault recovery for motlel. I tuilh xtl,, .

The overall time domain results for model I are in excellent agreement with results from

CSI and MPC analysis. This means the CSI and the MPC calculations agree with transient

simulations of similar system representations. However, the real machine has more detail,
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and results may be different. The more detailed machine representation is considered in

the next section.

4. 3 Model 2 Time Domain Simulation Results

We now add one more level of accuracy in our system l'epresentation by including a full

nrachine nlodel, but still ignore the excitation system (section 2.4.2). For the theoretical

calculation of CSI and MPC for this case we consider the model wherc the machine's real

powel'is zero. The model 2 steady state is described by the steady state equations 3.2.

Simulations are conducted as in the previous case. The strength of the ac system i.e. ESCR

at the invelter end is rcduced by increasingZs. Using the steady state equati ons 3.2 of the

system and assuming that the synchronous machine supplies260 MVar into the system,

Esys is calculated for every ESCR. After that, the Efield is manually adjusted so that the

terminal voltage remains at 1pu in the steady state.

The simulation results show that the system can not operate stably below ESCR equal to

1.622 while the system can not recover from the three phase faults and the one phase

faults for the ESCR's less than ESCR equal to 1.881 and ESCR equal to2.003, respec-

tively. It is found that a one phase fault is more severe than a three phase fault. The only

conceln during simulation and determination of these critical ESCR's is the steady state

stability, wheteas the quality of the system response during transients is not consideled.
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However, during faults recovery the terminal voltage decreasing oscillations with fi.e-

quency approximately around lHz are observed. These oscillations can be attributed to the

mechanical dynamics of the detailed synchronous machine model. The oscillations

become more significant as the ESCR clecreases. In practice, due to these oscillations, sys-

tem response in a very weak ac system, after fault recovery, woulcln't be acceptable even

if the system is stable in the steady state. This implies that the lowest ESCR of the ac sys-

tem should be higher than that found above in order for the system to operate satisfacto-

rily.
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Figure 4.3.1 : Steady state stability and instabitity for motlel 2.
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gives that the crjtical ESCR is equal to 1.597 . The simulation yielded a steady state critical

ESCR of 1.622; slightly higher than the theoretically found critical ESCR. On the other

hand, if the machine in equations 3.2 is lepresented by the sub-transient reactance Xd" the

CSI analysis gives that the clitical ESCR is equal to 1.355 which is significantly lower

than the simulation critical ESCR. It is then obvious that it is more accurate to rcpresent

the machine by the transient reactance Xd' than by the sub-transient reactance Xd" when

the CSI ancl the MPC analysis are conducted.

Figures 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3 show stable anil unstable steady state system response, sta-

ble and unstable three phase and one phase fault system recovery, respectively.
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Figure 4.3.3: One phasefault stabil.ity and instahilityfor moclet2.

4.4 Model 3 Time Domain Simulation Results

The performance of the real system is affected by the inherent dynamics and delays of the

machine and exciter. Thetefore, in order to get a more accurate picture about the system

performance which coffesponds to the real system behaviour, the system in model 3 is

simulated. In this model the machine is fully modelled, and ths exciter is employed to

dynamically adjust the machine's field voltage to keep bus voltage at lpu (section 2.4.3).
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Simulations were conducted as in the two previous moclels. From the steady state equa-

tions Esys is calculated for every simulated ac system strength ESCR such that the syn-

chronous machine supplies 260 Mvar into the system. The machine field voltage is

dynamically adjusted by the exciter'/voltage regulatol' to keep terminal voltage at the

inverter ac bus at 1pu. Therefore, the system dynamics and stability are affectecl by the

exciter parameters. For this reason, the effect of the exciter gain Ka on the critical ESCR

in the three cases steady state stability, three phase and one phase recovel.y is investigated.

Two different types of exciter (section 2.4.3) r,vere consiclered. The results for exciter

nrodel I are given in the table2 while results for exciter rnoclel 2 are given in the table 3.

Table 2: The Critical ESCR's for the Exciter Model I

Ka Steady State
Three

Phase Fault
One Phase

Fault

223. r.746 2.393 2.735

200. 1.83 i 2393 2.735

i50. 1.881 2.269 2393

100. 2.165 2.545 2393

From Table 2 it can be seen that as gain incrcases the critical ESCR for steady state

decreases. Howeve¡ in the case of one phase fault recovery the critical ESCR decrcases as

gain decreases. The gain Ka:150 gives the lowest critical ESCR for three phase fault

recovery while for higher Ka gains the critical ESCR's are slightly higher. Generally, the

one phase f-ault is most severe for the system stability. However, for Ka equal to 100 the

critical ESCR for the one phase fault is lower than for the three phase fault.
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Table 3: The Critical ESCR's for the Exciter Model 2

Ka Steady State
Three

Phase Fault
One Phase

Fault

200 2.003 2.165 2.393

150 r.938 2.078 2.393

120 2.003 2.393 2.393

100 2.078 2.393 2.393

Froni Table 3 for exciter model 2, the steacly state ancl thlee phase recovery critical

ESCR's are lowest fol Ka equal to 150 while for lower and higher gains critical ESCR's

arc higher. The critical ESCR's for one phase fault recovery are same for every investi-

gated gain value. The overall performance of the system is betterif excitermodel I is used

as the automatic voltage regulator.

Here, it should be emphasized again that only steady state stability is considered without

tegarding the quality of the system rosponse during transients. Likewise in model 2., the

tetminal voltage during transients is oscillatory, and the oscillations are more pronounced

as the ECSR is decreased.
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Fig. 4.4.1 : Steady state sÍabiliry and instabilitv for moclel3

with exciter modeL and gain Ka=22i.

Figures 4.4-I-4.4.3 show steady state, three phase fault, and one phase r-ecovery lms

inverter voltage and dc power for ESCR equal to or lower than critical ESCR. In the case

of steady state and three phase fault instability, the figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, increasing volt-

age oscillations due to exciter dynamics cause instability. On the other hand in the case of

one phase fault instability figure 4.4.3, due to dynamics aftel fault clearing the exciter hits

its upper limit and thus no longer achieves voltage control. This causes the inverter ac

voltage to collapse.
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4.4.1Model 3 with rwo and rhree synchronous Machines

The synchronous machine is connected with the ac system impedance in parallel increas-

ing the ESCR viewed from the conveïters. In this way the synchronous machine makes

the ac system stronger. Adding more synchlonous machines in to the system is expected to

make the system stlonger. The objective of this section is to investigate how the number of

the synchronous machines affects the critical ESCR.
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We now consider the case of having aclditional synchronous machines at the converter

bus. In addition to the original case with one (300MYarl-l65Wvar rating) synchr.onous

machine we add first one and then two identical machines on the bus. Naturally, to main-

tain the steady state operating conditions each machine is required now to provide only a

portion of the total 260MVar rcquirement. For this study the exciter model I is used with

different gain Ka values to investigate how the number of synchronous machines and how

the exciter gains affects the critical ESCR.

In order to have uniqtte reference to compare the results fo¡ the system',vith cliff-el.ent

nttmber of synchronous machines two entries are given in Tables 4, 5, and 6. It is of our

interest to see how high the system impedance (how low the ESCR) can be such that sys-

tem is stable. Also, whether the clitical system impedance can be increased (critical ESCR

reduced) by adding more machines into the system. Therefore, the first entry labelled as

ESCRr is the critical short ratio calculated such that the system impedance Zs, the local

load impedance Zll, and filter impedance Zf contribution to the system strength ar-e con-

sidered (equation 4.1) while the machines contribution to the system strength is neglected.

This entry is the only relevant number for the system performance comparison when a dif-

ferent number of the synchronous machines are employed.

(4.r)

The ESCR's labelled as ESCR1, ESCR2, and ESCR3 are acfual ESCR

ESCRr : Zborn( Iu'Øú '\kz^ry, +
I 1l

--L_ 

Iztt' zÍ')
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with one, two, and three synchronous machines. In the calculation of the ESCR 1, ESCR2

and ESCR3 the contribution of the one, two, and three machine to the ac system strength

are taken into ESCR calculation, respectively. The equations 4.2 shows how ESCRI,

ESCR2, and ESCR3 are calculated.

Ësc1il :

ESCR2 :

ESCR3 :

(4.2)

Table 4: The critical ESCR's for Ka=223

Ka:223 Steady State
ESCRT ESCRi

Three Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR2

One Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR3

One Synchronous
Machine

0.616
1.746

r.225
2.393 2.735

r.56

Two Synchronous
Machine

0.556
2.864

0.789
3.125

r.104
3.458

Three Synchronous
Machine

0.472
3.954

0.651
4.167

0.85
4.385

The results given in Tables 4, 5, and 6 are critical ESCR's for different values of the

exciter gains. The results from the tables (looking at ESCRr values) leads to conclusion

that adding mote synchronous machines improves system operation from the Zs point of

view. In other words, the more the number of synchronous machines arc in operation, the

zborr(-f-+ | *-!-*11
\kZ.>'ys Xtl ' ZII Zl)

zl,,,ru( I * 2 *-!-*-l-l\/rzs¡'. X¿1 " Ztt ' 7l)

zboru(-r-* 3 *I*-l-l\kzsys' Xtl' ' Ztl' ZÍ')
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system can operate with the higher system impedance magnitude lZsl. This conclusion is

based looking at the ESCRr values fi'om the tables. However, looking at the actual effec-

tive system strcngth, ESCR1 fol one machine, ESCR2 for two machines, and ESCR3 for

three machines, it is obvious that critical ESCR as a value increases by adiling more

nrachines in to the systent.

The proper tuning of the exciter gains plays an irnpoltant l'ole in making the system oper.-

ate satisfàctolily. From the tables it seems that by reducing exciter gain the critical steaily

state ESCR's increases. Ho'uvever, this conclusion is based only on the experimental simu-

lation results. To get better insight about effect of the exciter parameters on the critical

ESCR more detailed stability analysis has to be developed, and is left for the fut¡re

researcher.

Täble 5: The Critical ESCR's for Ka=200

Ka:200 Steady State
ESCRT ESCRl

Three Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR2

One Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR3

One Synchronous
Machine

0.691
1.831

r.225
2.393 2.735

r.56

Two Synchronous
Machine

0.556
2.864

0.85
3.19

1.225

3.582

Three Synchro-
nous Machine

0.532
4.028

0.69i
4.212

0.789
4.319
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4.5 Model 4 Time Dornain Simulation Results

Model 4 is a hypothetical model which assumes an idealized exciter that is able to rapidly

control the bus voltage. In the simulation, we represent this via a fast acting control system

controlling the voltage source behind the machine's transient reactance Xd' (section

2.4.4).

This model is the closest to the ideal bus voltage control. The simulation results show that

system is stable for every ESCR, and system does not show recovery problems after one

and three phase fault clearing. In other words, the model 4 in time domain analysis does

not show signs of the power/voltage instability at all. This is in agreement with theory

which tells that the ideal bus voltage control increases the ac system strength such that the

system is not in the jeopardy of power/voltage instability.

Figure 3.5.1 shows system bus voltage for the steady state, one phase fault recovery, ancl

Thble 6: The Critical ESCR for Ka=150

Ka:150 Steady State
ESCRT ESCRI

Three Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR2

One Phase Fault
ESCRT ESCR3

One Synchronous
Machine

0.737
1.881

1.104
2.269

1.225

2.393

Two Synchl'onous
Machine

0.584
2.897

0.737
3.068

1.104
3.458

Three Synchro-
nous Machine

0.616
4.127

0.691

4.212
0.789

4.315
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three phase fault recovery for ESCR equal to 1.033. This ESCR is the lowest ESCR for the

ac system. This ESCR is calculated such that system impedance (Zs) contribution to the

ESCR is equal to zero (i.e. Zs tends to infinity or disconnected ac system). During simula-

tion the ac system thevenin equivalent is disconnected, and voltage sollrce Esys behind

transient reactance Xd' is dynamically adjusted by the PI controller (section 2.4.4) to keep

bus voltage at lpu.
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Figure 4.5.1 : The steady state, one phase fault,
and three phase fault stability for model4.
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4.6 Summary

To allow easier comparison of the four system models, the results for critical ESCR's are

given in the Table 7. The simplest machine model t has the same critical ESCR for steady

state, one phase fault recovery, and three phase fàult recovery. However, if the detailed

machine model (either with or without exciter) clescribed by the Park's equations is used

as ìn model 2 or model 3, instabilities occur for ESCR's larger than the theol'etically calcu-

lated values usittg a sintplo equivalent (or as simulatecl in moclcl l). It is clear then that the

nloclel l, where the synchronous machine is replaced by the fixed voltage source behind

the transient reactance Xd' is too simplif,ed for power/voltage stability analysis; espe-

cially if lecovery from faults is considered. Furthermore, model 2 and, model 3 show sig-

nificant oscillatory system rcsponse during transients, particularly for the low ESCR

values. In the estimation of the lowest ESCR for which the system can operate reliably,

analysis of these transient oscillations plays an important role. Although in a strict sense

the system is stable if it eventually recovers, in a plactical sense an excessively oscillatory

response is undesirable. However, we have not considered this aspect in this thesis

because of the subjectivity of deciding how much oscillation is unacceptable. These oscil-

lations can not be obset'ved in model l, so these oscillation can be attributed to the

machine and exciter dynamics.

Model I has the lowest simulation steady state critical ESCR. It also agrees with the theo-

rctical critical ESCR found by the CSI and the MPC analysis using equarions 3.1 . Simi-

larly, agreement between the theoretically calculated (for modified steady state equations
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as in equations 3.2 where machine rcal power is zero) and simulated steady state ESCR

fol model 2 is quite good. The critical ESCR's are highest for model 3. This leads to the

conclusion that the internal synchronous machine dynamics and the exciter dynamics sig-

nificantly affect the critical ESCR. The critical ESCR's are also dependant on the exciter

pal'ametel's. The time domain simulation results fol'model 4 confirm theory which tells

that if it is possible to icieally control voltage on the infinite ac bus the system will be sta-

ble for evcry ESCR.

'I'able 7: The critical ESCR.'s for Different Machine Representations

The simplified system model I (machine represented as Thevenin equivalent) always

recovels from fault if its ESCR is above theoretically calculated steady state critical

ESCR. However, if a detailed machine model is used as in model2the system can not

recovel'after fault clearing for ESCR higher than steady state critical ESCR. Furthermore,

MODEL CliticalESCR's
(cESCR)

Theorctical
CESCR

Steady State

CESCR
(Simulation)

Thlee Phase

Fault
Recovery
CESCR

(Simulation)

One Phase

Fault
Recovely
CESCR

(Simulation)

Model I
Fixed voltage source
behind synchlonous
impedance

1.554 1.554 r.554 1.554

Model2.
Detailed machine
model with fixed
field voltage

r.597 r.622 1.881 2.003

Model3.
Detailed machine
model with exciter
model I Ka=223.

stable for
all ESCR 1.746 2.393 2.735

Model4.
Adjustable voltage
source behind syn-
chronous impedance

stable for
all ESCR's

stable for'
all ESCR's

stable for
all ESCR's

stable for
all ESCR's
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the system perfotmance is more degraded by adding detailed machine and exciter model

as in model 3. This can be attributed to the machine and exciter transient clynamics.

Compaling model 3 (full machine model with exciter) ancl model 4 (ideal bus voltage con-

trol), it appears that it is incorrect to simplify the model of a machine which is controlling

voltage at a bus as an ideal voltage conttoller. It can be seen that the ideal voltage control-

ler does not in fact lead to any instability which is clearly not clemonstrated in the detailecl

simulation. The intemal machine dynamics ancl the exciter inherited dynamics ancl linlits

puts adclitional constraints on the systent operations.
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CHAPTER 5

COÌ,{CLUSION

5,tr, Conch.lsions

Based on the results presented in the previons chapters, the following conclusions can be

drawn:

i The criticrtl ESCR calculation is dependant rl the steatly state equations by which. the

system is describe¿l. Modelling a synchronous machine such that machine in the steady

state does not deliver real power gives a more accurate critical ESCR than if the machine

is modelled as mere fixed voltage behind reactance.

C The transient reactance Xcl' shoukl be taken into account cluring ESCR ctnalysis.lt is

found that replacing the machine with its sub-transient reactance Xd", the system strength

is significantly increased. The system modelled in such a manner may incorrectly result in

a stable solution although the detailed simulation produces results to the contrary.

) From the terminal voltuge stability point of view, moclelling the synchronous cr¡nrlenser

as a fixetl voltage behind a synchronous reactance is over simplifietl, ancl cmalysis based
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only on ESCR's is not sfficient. The reason for this lies in fact that synchronous machine

in the steady state does not absorb real power. On the other hand, if the machine is mod-

elled as a voltage soltrce the effect of this constraint on the system stability is neglectecl

because unlike the real synchronous condenser the voltage source can absorb real power.

Furthetmol'e, the detailed model of the synchronous machine with exciter has highest crir

ical ESCR's which means that the fast exciter cloesn't improve system performance from

the steady state point of view. Therefore, cletailed moclel of the synchronous machine with

exciter shotlld be applied in order to get a better insight into the system performance, espe-

cially during transients and fault Iecovery when electro-mechanical oscillations involving

the machine become significant.

) The Jault recovery criticttl ESCR'r (one phase Jautt anr) three phase Jautt) ctre signifi-

cantly higher then steady state critical ESCR. This conclusion is based on observing the

system's ability to recover after fault clealing. It is founcl that in each case the one phase

fault is the most severe i.e. critical ESCR's have the highest val¡es. This fact should be

taken into account in determining the lowest ESCR up to which the system can run.

) The critical ESCR and dynamics oJ'the system are significantly aJJÞctect by the exciter

gain. T}:'e steady state critical ESCR can be reduced by increasing the exciter gain. On the

other hand, that will cause that critical ESCR for a one phase fault to increase. Therefore,

it is very important to properly tune the exciter in order to get better system performance.

The above results and conclusions arc made regarding only 1pn steady state stability with-
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out regarding whether the system response is acceptable during transients and fault recov-

ery. However, in real applications these should be taken into consideration.

5. 2. Future Work

I The method "Control Sensitivity Index (CSI)" analysis based on the steacly state equa-

tions have been demonstrated. However, cluring CSI calculation the systenl ancl control

dynamics are neglected. Including the system and control dynamics in the CSI calculation

would be the next step in developing the CSI method for the contlol stability analysis.

I It is shown that on hvdc system can not recover after fault clearing for the ESCR much

higher than the steady state critical ESCR. This conclusion is based on the system inherent

ability to recover from faults. However, applying some of the strategies for the fault clear-

ing may reduce fault clearing critical ESCR. Finding such appropriate fault clearing strat-

egy would improve system petfotmance. A further study can be carried out in this respect.

a It is found that the clitical ESCR is significantly affected by the exciter parameters. In

this thesis the conclusion how critical ESCR is affected by exciter gain is based on the

experimental simulation rcsults. An approach as described in t7l where steady-state equa-

tions are combined with controller dynamic equations is recommended. With this

approach frequency-domain control system design tools (such as root locus) can be

applied to the problem solution.
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Appendix

APPEI\DIX I: The ac system impedance zs frequency response

The system impedance magnitude frequency response(pu).
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Appendix

APPENDIX II: The SCR and Corresponding ESCR Thble

The tables below gives SCRtr and corresponding ESCRtT calculated by using machine
transient reactance Xd' and corrcsponding ESCRsub_tr and SCRsub_tr calculated by
using machine sub-transient reactance Xd". During the simulations the ac system with
different strengths given in the table below is investigated.

ars(ESCRtr(k))
k lscntr(k) llESCRtr (k) llscRilb_h (k) llEscnsun_tr (k) I ¿"e

3.211

3.033

2.842

2.69

2.5 6ó

2.4d2

2.3t4
2.299

2.234

2.171

z.tz'7

2.082

2.042

2.006

|.914
1.944

l.gtl
1.892

1.87

L849

1.829

1.81r

L794
1.1t9

2,9-Ì9

2.135

2.545

2.393

2.269

2.i 65

2.0?8

2.003

1.938

1.881

1.831

1.786

L746
L7tt
1.678

t.649
1.672

1.597

Lst4
1.554

1.534

r.516

1.499

L484

3.891

3.646

3.455

3.303

3.178

3.075

2.981

2.911

2.846

2.789

2.739

2.694

2.654

2.618

2.585

2.555

2.5?.8

2.503

2.481

2.46

2.44

2.422

2.405

2.389

3.592

3.341

3,15?

3.0i)5
') oa

7.776

2.689

2.613

2548
2.491

2.447

2.396

2.356

z.3z

2.2.87

2.258

7.731

2.206

2.183

2.162

2.747.

2.124

2.101

2..092

- 81.6?9

- 81.269

- 80.941

- 80.641

- 80.36ó

- 80.112

- 79.878

- 79.661

- 79.459

- 79.77r

- 79.096

-'18.932

- 18.778

- 78.ó33

- 18.496

- 78.368

- 18.246

- 78.131

- 78.022

- 77.979

- 7t.82.7

- 17.171

- 77.638

- 71.5s3

k

t.1
0.8

û.9

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

I.6
1.1

1.8

I.9
z

2.1

2.7

L.J

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.1

2.8

2.9

3
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Appendix III: Synchronous Compensator Data

Table 8: Synchronous Compensator Data

Parameters Values Units

Rated RMS Phase Voltage 7.96143 KV

Rated RMS Phase Current t2.55 KA

Vt temrinal Voltage Magnitude 1.021 pU

Mechanical Damping pr¡

Base Angulal Frequency 376.99 rad/s

Inertia Specified Through a VAR 2.15 MWs/MVA

Poltier Reactance Xp 0.15 pu

Dircct-Axis Reactance Xd 1.35 pu

Direct-Axis Transient Reactance Xd' 0.25 pu

Direct-Axis Sub-Transient Reactance Xd,' 0.1 65 pu

Damper-Field Mutual Reactance Xkf 0.0 pu

Quad-Axis Reactance Xq 0.815 prr

Quad-Axis Sub-Transient Reactance Xq" 0.19 pu

Armature Resistance Ra 0.00174 pu

Armature Time Constant Ta 0.27 sec

Direct-Axis Transient Time Constant Tdo' 8.2 sec

Direct-Axis Sub-Transient Time Constant
Tdo"

0.r sec

Quad_Axis Sub_transient Time Constant
Tqo"

0.275 sec

Air Gap Factor AGFC 0.8

Machine rating is -165-+3O0Mvar-.
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Appendix IV: Program listings for the CSI calculation.

Program listing for calculation of the CSI for power control mode for
equations (3.1):

#include<stdio.lr>
#include<nlalloc.h>
#inchrde<math.h>

#clefi ne SQ(x) ((x)':'(x))

double'i":'mat_al loc0;
clouble ':'vector'01

l>i'>i':i' The steâdy statc anct CSI fbr power control mocle calculation ,::';i:::

'::;::::' fol' the hvclc/ac systenì with synchronous machine for cliffelent ':.,r,:r
:;'¿'):r systenl impenclance Zs.

main0
{
FILE':,þ,*fpst;
double ,r>¡Jac, x*Jred, *xJinv;

double sq2, pi, cons l, deg, KV Mvar;
double Vt, Vd, Es, Id, Pd;
double alpha, gama, phi, theta;
double Rs, Xs, Zs, Rf, Xf,Zf,Zbase, T;

double Rsys, Xsys, Zsys, Xc, Xd, Zll, RIl, Xll;
double *x,'¡dx,*f *res,*svi,*scal;

double SCR, ESCR, scrang, K, dK;
inti,j,k, l,d;
int loop;
int Jrow=6, Jcol=9;

sq2=1.4t423562;
pi:3.t4t592652;
deg=pil180.0;
cons 1=3.0*sq2lpi;
KV:1000;
Mvar=1000000;
dK=O.05;

/ ¿ - - - -- - - --memory allocation-------'r/

Jac=mat_alloc( l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
Jred:mat_alloc( l,Jlow, l,Jcol );
Jinv=mat_alloc( I,Jrorv, i,Jcol);
x=vector( l,Jrow);
scal:vector( l,Jrow);
res:vector( l,Jrow);
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dx=vector'( l,Jrow);
f=vector( l,Jrow);
svi=vector( l,Jlow);

l* ------- data -------'? /

Zbase:230.',230./ I 000. ;

Rf=0.09581 l;
xf:n5.928t45;
Xc= 13.3 15204'32.;

Xlr:55.0404703;
Rll= 167.55;

Rsys:2.92176 I ;

Xsys=38.435098;
xd:44.081226;
l',Xcl:Z9 .097 5208;'z ¡
zf:SQ(RÐ+SQ(XÐ,
Zll:SQ(Rll)+SQ(Xll):
Zsys:SQ( Rsys)+SQ(Xsys):
r:0.90969'?2.;

/':'------- constlaints conditions and initial conclitions-----':.i

td:2.0;
ganta= i5.O':'deg;
vr:230.0;
Yd:245*2;
Es:230.0;
alpha= 150.0*deg;
theta=0.0xdeg;
phi=-150.xdeg;
Pd=990.;

I * - -- -- - --- -- ---ESCR iteration------ - - - - - ----'+ /

fpst=fopen( "STDY6eq.ou t","w ") ;
fp:fopen( "CS I6eq.ou t ",' 

r w ") ;
for(K:1.;K<:3;K+:dK)
{

Rs:(-K'3Rsys* KxXsys>¡Xd+KxRsys*Xd*(K*Xsys+Xd))/
(K *Rsy5x [ç't'Rsys+(Xd+Xsys* K)"(Xd+XsysxK));
¡5:(K*Rsys*K*RsysxXd+K*XsysxXd*(KxXsys+Xd))/(K4Rsys=K*Rsys+(Xd+XsysxK)*(Xd+Xsysr.K));
Zs=SQ(Rs)+SQ(Xs);

SCR=Zbasexsqrt((KxRsys+Rll)*(K*Rsys+Rll)+(K'rXsys+Xll)x(K"Xsys+Xll))/(sqrt((KxZsys)*(Zll)));
ESCRhelp=Zbase'ksqrt((Rs+Rll)*(Rs+Rll)+(Xs+Xll)'i(Xs+Xll))/(sqrt((Zs)x(Zl)));

ESCR=Zbase'rsqrt(SQ(Rll*Rf+Rs'¡Rf+Rs*Rll+Xî+Xll+Xs*Xf-XsxXll)+SQ(Rl*Xll-Rll¿,Xf+Rf"Xs-
Rs *Xf+Rs'¡ X I l+R I I 

* Xs))/s qr r(Zs*Zll-Zf ;
/ * - -- ------x vector defi nition----------:x/

xI l]:alpha;
x[2]:phi;
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x[3]=Vd'
x[4]:Es;
x[5]=¡¡.1n'
x[6]:Pd:

I + --- -- -- --f vector defìnition-------------r,/

f[ I ] : !s- sq2'. Xc x I d/ ( t':, (co s( gam a) +cos (a lph a) ) ) ;

f[2]:cos(phi)-(cos(al¡rha)-cos(gama))'t0.5 ;

fl3l:Vd-(cons I ):rt':'Vt'3cos(gama)-Xc,¡ld,:.3.0/pi);

f[4]:Pd-Vd'ird;
f[5]:(Rst'(Vt-Es'¡cos(thera))-XsrEs':sin(theta))/Zs-p dlVt+Vt,,RflZf+VtxRll/Zll;
fl61:(-Rs'f Es"'sin(theta)-Xs'k(Vt-Es':'cos(theta)))/Zs-Pd"tan(phi)/V t+Vr'tXflZf-Vt*XlllZll;

/'3------------Nervton-Raphson metl.rod for nonlinear equation root-----------'i./
fbt( loop= I ; toop<=2O; ¡ooU**¡
I

/':'---------defi nition o1' the Jacobian ntatr.ix-------- -------- --::, I

foL(i: I ;i<:Jlo*,; i++) {
for(= ¡ ;j<:Jcol;j++) JacIi] Lil:0;

)

Jac[] | l:1.0;
JacI I ] [2]:-sq2"Xc/(t's(cos(alpha)+cos(gam a)));
Jac[ 1 ] [3]:-sq2*Xcx Id*si n(alpha)/(tãSQ(cos(alpha)+cos(gama)));
JacI I ] [4]:-sq2*Xc*ld*sin(gama)/(r*Se(cos(alpha)+cos(gama)));

J ac [2] [ 3 ] 
:si n (alpha) I 2.0 ;

J ac [2] [4] :-si n(gama) / 2.0;
Jac[2] [J]=-5¡n(phi);

Jac[3] [ I ]=-ç6ns l'it*cos(gama);
Jac[3][2]=3.':Xc/pi'
Jac[3] [4]:cons I + Vt:::t:isin(gama);
Jac[3] [6]:1.;

Jac[4][2]=-Vd'
Jac[4][6]:-Id;
Jac[4][9]:1.;

J ac [5 ] [ 1 ] 
:Rs/Zs+Pd/S 

Q ( V t) +Rf / Zf+Ril / Z\;
Jac[5] [7]=(-Rs*cos(thera)-Xsxsin(rhera))/Zs;
J ac [5] [8]=ft * (Rs* sin(theta)-Xsxcos(th eta))l Zs;
Jac[5] [9]=- l.7Y¡;

Jac[6] [ I ]=-Xs/Zs+Pd*tan(phi)/SQ(Vt)+Xf tZf -XtUZil;
Jac[6] [5]=-Pd/(VtxSQ(cos(phi)));
Jac [6] [7]:(-Rs'¡sin(theta)+Xsr,cos(theta))/Zs;
Jac[6] [8]:Es':(-Rsxcos(theta)-Xs*sin(theta))lZs;
Jac[6] [9]=-1¿n(phi)/Vt;

l'ì1 - - - - - - - ----------reduced Jacobian----- - -- - - -- - - -ìt /
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for(k= I ;k<:Jrow;k++) {
Jrcd[k]fi]:Jac[k][3]; l* alpha'tl
Jredlk][2]:Jaclkl[5]; 7't' phi +l

J'ed[k][3]=Jac[k][6]; I'k Vd '41

Jred[k][4]=J¿clkl[7]; /* Esys*/
JLed[k][5]=J¿clkl[8]; /* theta'+l
Jrcd[k][6]=J¿clkl[9]; l'? rdc *l
)
mat_invelse(Jred,Jinv,Jrow) ;

nltx_vect_mu ltiplication(Jinv, f,dx,Jrow,- I .0);
vect_adcling(x,dx,x,Jrow);

alpha:xI l;
phi:x[2];
Vd=x[3];
Es=x[4];
theta:x [5];
Pd:x [6];

f[ I ] 
:Vt-sq2,:,Xc':, lcy(r,r,(cos(ganr a)+cos(alpha)));

fl 2l:cos(phi)-(cos(alpha)-cos(ganra))'r'0.5;

fl 3l:Vd-(cons I 
:::t,::Vt'3cos(gama)-Xc':,lcl'.3.0/pi);

f[4]:Pd-vdr'rd;
f[5]:(Rsr'(vt-Es*cos(theta))-Xs'rEs*sin(theta))/Zs-Pdlvt+vtxRf/zf+yt*R|lzI;
f[6]:(-Rs'kEs':sin(theta)-Xsx(vr-Es'tcos(rhera)))/zs-pd'Ftan(phi)/vt+vtt xf/zf-vt,xlllzlt;
)
/>t------- Printing Steady State Solution --------------------itl
fprintf(fpst,"K:7o4.4N Rsys=7o4.4ñ Xsys:%o4.4N SCR:Zo4.4f\n", K, K':,Rsys, K*Xsys, SCR);
þrintf(fpst,"a:Vo4.4ñ E=7o4.4f.i-phi:7o4.4N theta=Eo4.4ñ\n", alpha/deg, gama./deg, phi/deg, theta/deg);
fprintf(fpst,' rV 

c1=7o 4.4îxt Y t:Vo 4. 4N Es=7o 4. 4f\\n", Vd, Vt, Es) ;
fprintf(fpst, "P d=Vo 4.4N Id: 7o 4. 4f\ \n", Pd, Id) ;

þr'intf(fpst,"Q f=Vo 4.4ñ Qd:Vo 4.4N Qsys:o/o4.4tui",SQ(VÐxXf/Zf,
-Pd* tan(phi), !¡x(ft s xEs* sin(rhera)+Xs* (Vt-Es*cos(theta))) /Zs);
fprintf(fpst,r'Pf:la4.4fr. Pd=vo4.4frt Psys:704.4fui", Se(vr)*Rf/zf, pd, y1,i(fts*(vr-Esxcos(theta))-
X s 

xEs * si n(th eta)) I Zs) ;
fprintf(fpst,'M f***'-?>r¿'*'k't>k*:¡*:3:¡*:¡>¡>t;¡tt'4'+***>?***', /\o¡t)-

I'i' --- ---- -- ----CSI calcu lation---------------*/
for(k: I ;k<=Jrow;k++) {
Jred[k][]=Jac[k][]; /*dVt csi¡l */
Jred[k][2]:Jaclkl [3] ; /'TdALPHA csi[2] *" I
Jrcd[k][3]=J¿clkl[5]; /':'dPHI csi[3] +/

Jred[k][4]=J¿c[k][6]; /*dVd csi[4] */
Jred[k][S]:Jaclkl[8]; /*dTHETA csi[5] "/
Jred[k][6]=Jac[k][9]; /*dPdc csi[6] for power control mode*/
rcs[k]=J¿ç¡¡1¡21, l*dld '4/

)
mat_inverse(Jred,J inv,Jrow) ;

mtx_vect_mìl ltiplication(Jinv,res,svi,Jrow,- I .0) ;

fprintf(fp,"c/c 4.6ñ Vc4.6fxt c/a4.6frt û/o4.6f\t\n", K, SCR, svi[6], ESCR);
i
m at_free(Jac, l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
mat_fire(Jrcd, I ,Jrow,l ,Jrow);
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mat_free(Jinv, l,Jrow, l,Jrow);
flee_vector(x, l,Jrorv);
flee_vector'(scal, l,Jrow);
flee_vector(dx, l,Jrorv);
fi'ee_vector'(f, l,Jrow) ;

free_vector(x, l,Jrow);
fi'ee_vector'(r'es, l,Jlow);
free_vector'(sv i, I ,Jrow);
fclose(fp);
t'close(fpst);
\t

Frogram listing fbr calculation of the CSI for power control rnode for
equations (3.2):

#include<stdio.h>
#includecnlalloc.lr>
#include<math.lr>

#define SQ(x) ((x)'i(x))

double':' *mat_alloc0;

dor¡ble '¡vector0;

l'4'1>t The steady state and CSI for power control mode calcuìation **.-'+

>rx* f6¡ the hvdc/ac system with synchronous machine for different *..'4,..

:i:¡::' system impendance Zs. ,z'+,?/

mainQ

{
FILE *fP,'¡fPst;

double *:rJac, *>rJted, x*Jinv;

double sq2,pi, consl, deg, sq3;
double Vt, Vd, Es,ld, Ei;
double alpha, gama, phi, theta, delta;
double Pd, Qm;

double Rs, Xs,Zs, Rt Xl Zf ,Zbase, ti
double Xc, Xd, Xll, Rll, Zll, Rsys, Xsys,Zsys, Req, Xeq, Zeq;
double 'rx, 'rdx, *f, xres, 'rsvi, *scal;

double SCR, ESCR, K, dK;
int i, j, l, k, d;
int loop, iscr';

int Jrow=7, Jcol=I2:

sq3: I .732050808;
sq2:1.41423562;
pi:3.14t592652;
de-e:pi/ I80.0;
cons l=3.0"sq2lpi;
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dK:0.05;

/'r --------¡nemory allocation -- ---- -,.- /
Jac=mat_alloc( l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
Jrcd=mat_alloc( I ,Jlow,l ,Jcol);
Jinv=rnat_alloc( l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
x=vector'( l,Jlow);
scal:vector( l,Jrow);
rcs=vector( I ,Jl'orv);
dx=vector'( l,Jlow);
f:vector( I ,Jlorv);
svi:vectol'( l,Jrorv);

/ ¿' - -- -- -- data --- -- --'t' I

Zbase:Z3 0.'t' 23 0. I I 000 . ;
Rf=0.09581 t;
xt=tj5.928t45;
Xc:13.315204'¡2;
xd:44.081152;
/ " X<l=29.091 5208;'t' ¡

xtr:55.0444103;
Ril:167.55;
Zll=SQ(Rll)+SQ(Xll);
zf=SQ(Rf¡+SQ(XÐ;
t:0.90969*2;

/ ¿' --- ---- constraints conditions------*/
Id=Z.0;
gama=15.0*deg;
vr=230.0;

Qm:260.;
delta=0.0'tdeg;

/x-------initial conditions-- -- ---------'4 I
Rsys:2.921761;
Xsys:38.435098;
Vd=500;
Es:230.0;
alpha:150.O*deg;
theta:-26.9!,deg;
phi=- 151.58*deg;
Ei=350;
Pd=1000;

I * - -- - - ---------scr iteration- -- ---- -- - - -- - -+ I
þst=fopen( "r'eacSTEA DY.out ","w");
fp=fopen( "reacCS I. ou t ", "w ") ;

for'(K:O.7;K<: I 0.;K+:dK)
{
Rs=K*Rsys;
Xs:K'r'Xsys;
Zs=SQ(Rs)+SQ(Xs);
Req=(-KxRsys't K xXsys';'Xd+K*Rsys'rXcl* (K *Xsys+Xd))/
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(K +Rsys'iI(xRsys+(Xd+XsysxK) *(Xd+Xsys* K));
Xeq:(K*Rsys*K*Rsys'iXd+K*Xsyst.Xd'3(KxXsys+Xd))/
(KxRsys't('tRsys+(Xd+Xsys* K)'¡(Xd+Xsys'r K));
Zeq:SQ(Req)+SQ(Xeq);
Zsys:SQ(Rsys)+SQ(Xsys);

SCR=Zbase*sqfi((K"Rsys+Rll)x(K':'Rsys+Rll)+(K'rXsys+Xll)'¡(K'rXsys+Xtt))/(sqrt((K':,Zsys)"(Zll)));
ESCR:Zbase'r'sqLt(SQ(Rll'iRf+Req'¡Rf+Req*Rll+Xf'tXll+Xeq=¡¡-Xeq*Xlt)+Se(RfxXll-Rll'¡Xf+Rf*Xeq-
Req'tXf+Req'¡X ll+Rl l': Xeq) )/sqrt(Zeqt'Zll* ZÐ t

I't - -- - - - - --x vectol defi nition-------------t,/

xIl]:¿¡P¡to'
x[2]:phi;
x[3]=Y¿'
x[4]=95'
x[5]=¡¡.¡.'
x[6]=P¿'
x[7]=P¡'

/'i' - ---- - - --f vectot' (lefi nition-------------':,/

fl I l:Vt-sq2* XcxIcV(t':'(cos(gama)+cos(alpha)));
f[2]:cos(phi)-(cos(alpha)-cos(gama))'.0.5;
f[ 3 ] 

:Vd- (cons I * t 
* Vt *cos( gam a) -Xc'. Id':' 3. 0/pi ) ;

fl4l:Pd-Vd'¡rd;
fl51:(Rs*(Vt-Esxcos(rhera))-Xs*Es*sin(theta))/Zs-pd/vr+vt'r.Rf/zr+yt*Rlllz.1.;
fl61:(-RsxEs*sin(theta)-Xs*(Vt-Es*cos(rheta)))/Zs-Pd*ran(phi)/Vt+vÍ,t xf/Zf-vt,.XtVZil+em/Vt;
fl 7l:Qm-sq3 *Vtx(Ei*cos(delta)-VÐ/Xd;

/*-----Newton_Raphson Method for nonlinear equation root---'¡/
for(loop: | ;¡6op<:500 ; loop++)
{
/,'-------defi nition of the Jacobian matrix-------- ---- -- -- - -¿. I
for'(i: I ;i<=Jrow;i++) {

forl¡= 1'¡.-¡.ol;j++) JacIi] Ul=0;
)

JacUl[1]:1.0;
Jac[ 1 ] [2]=-sq2':Xc/(t'+(cos(alpha)+cos(gama))) ;

JacI I ] [3]=-sq2xXc* Id*sin(alpha)/(t'iSQ(cos(alpha)+cos(garna)));
JacI I ] [4]=-sq2xXc*Id*sin(gama)/(t*SQ(cos(alpha)+cos(gama)));

Jac [2] [3 ] =3 in (atpha) I 2.0;
Jac [2] [4] =-s¡ n(gama) I 2.0;
Jac[2] [5]=-sin(phi);

Jac[3] [ l]=-ç6ns I *t*cos(gama);

Jac[3] [2]=3.'¡Xc/pi'
Jac[3] [4]=ç6ns 1 

*Vtxt::sin(gama);

Jac[3] [6]: I .;

Jac[4][2]:-Vd;
Jac[4][6]=-ld;
Jac[4] [9]= l.;
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Jac [5] [ I ]=Rs/Zs+Pd/SQ(Vr)+Rf/Z f+RiltZlt;
J ac[5] [7]=(-Rs*cos(theta)-Xs*sin(theta))/Zs;
Jac[5] [8]:Es'r(Rs"sin(theta)-Xs'¡cos(th eta))lZs;
Jac[5][9]=- ¡ .¡Y¡;

Jac[6] [ I ]=-Xs/Zs+Pd't tan(phi)/SQ (v t)+Xîtzf -Xlt/Zlt-Qnr/Se(Vt);
Jac[6] [5]:-Pd/(Vt+SQ(cos(phi)));
Jac[6] [7]=(-Rs*sin(theta)+Xs'.cos(ttreta))/Zs;
J ac [6] [8]:Es'r1-Rs':'cos(theta)-XsÌ'sin(rheta))lZs;
Jac[6] [9]:-tan(phi )/Vt;
J¿c[6][ t2]:ttYt;

Jac[7] [ I ] 
:-sq3i'( Ei r'cos(delta)-2.'' VryXd;

Jac[7] [ I 0l:-sq]'t y1':(cos(delra))/Xd;

J ac[7] [ I I ]:sql'r \71':'Ei':'sin(delta)/Xcl;
Jac[7][ t2):t.;

l' : 
- --- - -- - - --- -----recluced Jacobian----- - -- - - - - - - -:i. I

for(k= I ;k<:Jrow;k++) {
JredIk] [ I ]:JacIk][3] ;

JredIk] [2]:JacIk] [5] ;
J red[k] [3]=Jaclkl [6] ;
Jrcdlkl [4]=Jac[k] [7];
JLedlkl [5]=Jaclkl [8] ;
JrcdIk][$]=J¿cIk][9];
Jredlkl [7]=Jaclkl I I 0] ;

)

mat_inverse(Jred,Jinv,Jrow) ;

rntx_vect_mu Itiplication(Jinv,f,dx,Jr.ow,- I .0);
vect_adding(x,dx,x,Jrow);

alpha=xI i];
phi=x[2];
Vd=x[3];
Es=x[4];
theta=x [5];
Pd=x[6];
Ei=x[7];

fl I l=!1-sq2xXcxld/(t*(cos(gama)+cos(alpha)));
f[2]=cos(phi) -(cos(alpha)-cos(gam a))* 0.5 ;
fl3l=Vd-(cons I xt* Vt*cos(gama)-Xc*Id*3.0/pi);
f[4]=Pd-vdxId;
f[5]:(Rsx(Vt-Es+cos(theta))-Xs"Esxsin(thera))/Zs-pd/Vt+Vt,¡Rf/Zf+yt*RlllZtt;
fl61:(-Rs*Es*sin(theta)-Xs*'(!t-Es*cos(theta)))/Zs-Pd=tan(phi)/Vt+Yt""XflZf-Yt*XtVZil+em/Vt;
f[7]:Qm-sq3 *Vtx(Ei*cos(delta)-Vt)/Xd;

)

l'r------- Printing Steady State Solution -------------- -------:tl
fprintf(fpst,"K :Vo 4.4N Rsys:7o4.4ñ Xsys=7o4.4ñ \n",K,Rs,Xs);
fprintf(fpst,"a=lc4.4f¡t g:o/o4.4frtphi=c/a4.4ñ theta':Ec44\t delta=7o4.4frn", alpha,/deg, gama/deg, phi/cleg,
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theta/deg, delta/deg);
fprintf(fpst,"Vcl=Vo4.4NVÈqô4.4f\tEs:Vc4.4f\tEi:Vc4. fxn",Vd,Vr, Es, Ei);
fprintf(fpst,"P d:Vo 4.4ñ ld=7c4.4f\t \n", Pd, Icl);
fpt'intf(fpst,"Qm=c/c4.4f¡t Qf=oh4.4N Qd=Eo4.4ñ Qsys=û/o4,4fln'r, y¡xsql,:(Eir,cos(delta)-Vt)/
Xd,S Q ( Vt)'i X il Zf ,-P d* tan(phi),
\,r¡'r'( ft s':'Es xsin(rheta)-Xsr(Esxcos(theta) -Y t))/Zs) ;
f¡Iintf(fpst,"Pn:c/c4.4f't Pf=c/o4. f\t Pd:o/a4.4N Psys=7c4.4f\n", vt*Ei':,sin(clelta)/Xd, sQ(Vt)':,Rf/Zf, pd,
!¡x(Q5':'([,5'icos(theta)-vt)+Xs'kEs'3sin(theta))/Zs);

ftfintf(fpSt,'\n f>t1'4'i'ti.'?¿'>?¿t>r>:<'r¿.>rii.'3ttr:r.'r¿.>r.:.>i<r?>i.>i1,:r¿.r.ti.,i.¿,/V");

I 
j? 

- -- - - - - - -----CS I calcu lation---------------'3/
foL(k= 1 ;k<:Jlow;k++) {
Jred[k][l]=J¿clklI l]; /¿'vf*l
JIedIk][2]:JacIk][3]; /''alpha':'/
Jledlkl [3]:JacIk] [5]; /'t'plti'( /
Jredlkl[4]=Jaclkl[6]; l'i'Y rl't' t
Jled[k][j]=J¿c[k][8]; l'?theta't'l
Jt'eclIk][6]:Jaclkl[9]; l'3Pctc't'l

JrcdIk][7]:JaclklI I 2]; i':'Qsync'i'/
resIk]:JacIkl[2]; l'?lcl':'l

)

m at_i nverse(Jred,J i nv,J r orv) ;
lìltx_vect_nl tr ltiplication(J inv,r'es,svi,Jrow,- I .0);
fprintf(fp,"c/o4.6ïr clc4.6^¡. o/o4.61.rt o/c4.6f\t\n". K, SCR, svi[6],ESCR);
)

mat_free(Jac, 1,Jlow, l,Jcol);
mat_fiee(Jred, l,Jrow, l,Jrow);
m at_free(Jinv, l,Jrow, l,Jrow);
flee_vector'(x, l,Jrow);
free_vector(scal, l,Jrow) ;

free_vector(dx, l,Jlow);
flee_vector(f, l,Jrow) ;

flee_vector(x, l,Jrow);
fi'ee_vector'( r'es, l,Jrow);
free_vector(sv i, I,Jrow);
fclose(fp);
fclose(fpst);

)
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Appendix V: Program listings for the MAp calculation.

Program listing for the MPC calculation for equations (3.1):

#inclLrde<stdio.h>
#include<malloc.h>
#include<lnath.h>

#define SQ(x) ((x)'.(x))

double'r*mat_alloc0:
double r'vector'0;

/:::;:r::: 'l'his pl'oglarn calculate the MAP cur.ve for. fhe hvclc/ac noclel 't:i.ii.

':":')r with the synchlonous nlachine u,here the Vt-bus voltage is 'i,¿.,.j
::r;:r:¡ not kept constânt. ,,,:.1:1/

main0
{
FILE':,þ, 't¡or¡t
double'::;:Jac,,:: >rJt ed, * xJi nv;
double sq2, pi,consl, deg;
double Vt,Vd, Es,Id;
double alpha, gama, phi, theta;
double Pd;

double Rs, Xs, Zs, Rf, Xf,Zf ,Zbase, l;
double Rsys, Xsys, Zsys, Xc, Xd,Zll, Rll, Xll;
double Vdbase, Idbase, Vtbase, Pdbase;
double '¡x, 'rdx, *f, *res, xsvi, *scal;

double SCR, ESCR, scrang, K, dld;
int i, j, k, l, d;
int loop;
int how:6, Jcol:9;

sq2:1.41423562;
pi:3.141592652;
deg=pii 180.0;

cons 1:3.0xsq2/pi;
dtd:O.01;

Vdbase:500;
Idbase=2.;
Vtbase=230.;
Pdbase=1000.;

/t'---------memory allocation -- -- -- -'4 I
Jac=mat_alloc( 1,Jrow, l,Jcol);
Jred:rnat_alloc( l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
Jinv=mat_alloc( l,Jlow, I,Jcol);
x:vector( I ,Jrow);
scal=vector( l,Jrow);
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res:vector( l,Jrow);
dx=vector'( l,Jlow);
f:vector'( l,Jrow);
svi=vector( l,Jrow);

l':' ------- data -------':,/
Rf=0.09581 l;
xf:t75.928t45;
Xc= I 3.3 15204't2;
Xil:55.0404703;
Rll= 167.55;

Rsys:2.921761;
Xsys=38.435098;
xd:44.081226;
l " X cl:29 .09'I 5 208:'', ¡

z.f:SQ(Rfl+SQ(Xf);
Zll:SQ(RIl)+SQ(Xll);
r:0.90969,t2:
K: t.;
Rs:(-K':' Rsys::: I(::: Xsys,:.Xd+K':. Rsys':,Xd,r.1 t(':.Xsys+Xd))/
(l(':'Rsys':' K';' Rsys+(Xd+Xsys,:, K)':,(Xd+Xsys,:, K));
Xs:(K'iRsys'rK;!Rsys>¡Xd+K'r'Xsys'r'Xd':'(K':'Xsys+Xcl))/(K,:,Rsys'iK"Rsys+(Xcl+Xsys':,K),:,({cl+Xsys'r,K));
Zs:SQ(Rs)+SQ(Xs);

l't' ------- constraints conditions and initial conditions----,-t,/
Es:265.571958;
theta:-11'f degi
Id=Z.0;
gama=15.0*deg;
Yt=230;
Yd:496;
alpha= 141.8026*deg;
phi:-151.1546'rdeg;
Pd:900;

l¿' --------------Current order changes loop -------- ------->:r I
fp=fopen( "MAP6eq.out ", "w"),
for(ld=ldbase¿'0.5;ld<=ldbase* I .2;Id+:dId)
{

I * - --------x vector defi nition-------------*/
xIl]=Vt'
x[2]=¿¡p¡o'
x[3]=phi;
x[4]=Y¿'
x[5]=¡¡s¡.'
x[6]:Pd;

/ * --- -- ----f v ector defi nition ---------- -- -* /
fl I l:Vt-sq2'r.Xc,r Id/(r'¡(cos(gama)+cos(alpha)));
fl 2l=cos(phi)-(cos(alpha)-cos(gama))'r0.5;

fl 3l:Vd-(cons I *t*Vtt'cos(ganr a)-Xc,rkI"3.0/pi);
f[4]=Pd-vd*ld'
fl51:(Rs*(Vt-Es*cos(theta))-Xsr,Esr,sin(rhera))/Zs-Pd tVÈVr,,RflZf+Vtr,RlVZll;
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f[6]:(-Rs*Es'isin(theta)-Xsx(Vr-Esxcos(thera)))/Zs-pd,:,tan(phi)/Vt+Vt*XftZf-Vt',XlllZll;

I't----------------Newton Raphson Method for nonlinear equation l.oot----------------x/
for'(loop: | ; l6op<=50;loop++)

{
/" ---------definition of the Jacobian matrix-------- ---------->3 I
fo(i: I ;i<=Jlow;i++){

foL(= t '¡.:¡.ol;j++) JacIi] Ul:0;
)

JacI l][ l]: I .0;

JacI I ] [2] :-sq2':'Xc/(t':' (cos(alpha)+cos(ganr a))) ;

JacI I ] [3]=-sq2)¡Xcir Id::rsin(alpha)/(t"SQ(cos(alpha)+cos(gama)));
JacI I ] [4] :-sq2*Xc* Id*si n(gama)/(tt.SQ(cos(atpha)+cos(gama)));

Jac [2] []l =5i¡(alpha)/2.0;
Jac[2] [4]=-5¡n(garna)/2.0:
Jac[2] [-5]:-sin(phi);

Jac[3] [ I ]:-cons I'r't'r'cos(garna);

Jac[3] [2]=1.':' Xc/¡ri:
Jac[3] [4]:cons I 

::i Vt::: t::'sirl(eanra);
Jac[3][6]: I .;

Jac[4][2]:-Vd;
Jac[4][6]:-Id;
Jac[4] [9]: l.;

Jac [5] [ I ] =ft 5/Zs+Pd/SQ(vt)+Rf/Zf+Rll/Zil ;

Jac[5] [7]=(-Rs*cos(theta)-Xs*sin(thera))/Zs;
Jac[5] [8] =f, s't'(Rsxsin(theta) -Xs+cos(th eta)) I Zs;
Jac[5] [Ç]=- 1./Y¡;
Jac[6] [ I ]=-Xs/Zs+Pd*tan(phi)/SQ(VÐ+XflZl-XtllZll;
Jac[6] [5]:-Pd/(Vt* SQ(cos(phi))) ;

Jac[6] [7]:(-Rs*sin(thera)+Xs*cos(theta))/Zs;
Jac [6] [8]:Es't (-Rs *cos(rheta) -Xs *sin(rheta)) 

I Zs;
Jac[6] [9]=-tan(phi)/Vt;

/'4 - - - - - -- -- - - - -----reduced J acobian----- - - - -- - - -- -'r I
for(k: I ;k<=Jrow;k++) {
JLed[k][ l]=J¿clklI l]; l* Vt *l
Jred[k][2]=J¿c[k][3]; l* alpha*l
Jred[k][3]:Jac[k][5]; l* phix/
Jrcd[k][4]=J¿c[k][6]; l¿' Vd'+l
Jred[k][S]=J¿clkl[8]; l* theta*/
Jred[k][6]=J¿c[k][9]; l* Pd'+l
)

mat_inverse(Jred,Jinv,Jrow);
nrtx_vect_mu ltiplication(Jinv,f,dx,Jrow,- 1 .0);
vect_adding(x,dx,x,Jrow);

Vr:xll;
alpha:x[2];
phi:x[3]:
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Vd:x[4];
theta=x [5];
Pd:x[6];

f[ I ]:Vt-sqZxXc,'l<V(t*(cos(ganra)+cos(alpha)));
f[2]=cos(phi)-(cos(alpha)-cos(gama))x0.5;

fl 3 I 
:Vd- (con s I )r 

r 
;! Vr >:. cos( g am a) -Xc', Id'¡ 3. g/pi) 

;

f[4]=Pd-vd'3ld;
fl51:(Rsx(Vt-Es'rcos(rheta))-Xsr,Es,?sin(thera))/Zs-pdlVr+Vr"Rf/Zf+yt+RlllZl.;
f[6]:(-Rs"Es'rsin(theta)-Xs':'(vr-Es':'cos(rhera)))/Zs-pct'rranþhi)/Vr+vt't,xf/zf-vttxillz|;

)
þr'intf(fp,"o/c 4.6^r c/c4.6N Vc4.6fxt 7c4.6ñ \n", Id/lclbase,Pcl/Pdbase,Vt/Vtbase,Vcl/Vclbase);
)
nr at_free(Jac, l,Jrow, l,Jcol);
nìât*flee(Jred, l,Jt'orv, I,Jlow);
m at_fl ee(Jinv, l,Jrorv, l,Jrorv);
flee_vector'(x. l,Jlorv);
lì'ee_vcctor(scal, l,JIorv);
flee_vector'(dx, I .Jrorv);
fi'ee_vector'(f, l,Jrow);
fì'ee_vector'(x, l,Jrow );
ft'ee*vector'(res, [,Jlorv);
flee_vector'(sv i, l,Jlow);
fclose(fp);
)

Program listing for the MPC calculation for equations (3.2):

#include<stdio.h>
#include<malloc.h>
#include<math.h>

#define SQ(x) ((x)*(x))

double *'?mat_alloc0;

double *vectorQ;

/x*>r This program calculate the MAP cnrve for the hvdc/ac model *.+,t
>¡'¡x with the synchronous machine whele the Vfbus voltage is ¿.'?.¿.

*xx not kept constant. ¿,**.1

main0
{
FILE xfp,xfpst;

double **Jac,* *¡.a0,* *J inv;
double sq2, pi, consl, deg, sq3;
double Vt, Vd, Es,Id, Ei, dld;
double alpha, gama, phi, theta, delta;
double Pd, Qm;
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double Rs, Xs, Zs, Rf, Xf,Zf,Zbase, t, Xc, Xd, Xll, RIl, Zll;
double ':'x, *dx, *f, t'res,'ksvi,*scal,

double SCR, ESCR, K;
double Idbase:2, Vdbase=5O0, Vtbase:230, Pdbase:l 000;
int i. j, l, k, d;
int loop;
int Jrow:7, Jcol=IZ:

sq3= 1.732050808;
sqZ:1.41423562;
pi:3.t41592652;
deg=pi/ I 80.0;
cons l:3.0':'sq2lpi,
dtd:0.01;

/':' - - ----- - - ur e rn o ry a I I o c at i o n- - - - - - -':' I
Jac=mat_al loc( l,Jlow, l,Jcol);
J red=mat__alloc( l,Jlow, I .Jcol );
Jinv=mat_alloc( l,Jrow, l ,Jcol):
x:vector( l,JLow);
scal:vector( l,Jrow);
res:vector( I,JLow);
clx:vector( I ,Jlow);
f:vector( l,Jrow);
svi:vector( l,Jlow);

I + --- -- -- data -------*/
Zbase=230*230/ 1000;
Rf:0.09581 l;
XÊ=l't5.928145:
Xc= 13.3 15204*2;
Xd=44.087152;
l*Xd:29.0975208;*/
Xtl=55.0404703;
Rll:167.55;
Zll:SQ(Rll)+SQ(Xll);
zf=SQ(RÐ+SQ(XÐ;
t:0.90969*2;

l¿' ------- constraints conditions ancl initial conditions------r,/
td:Z.;
gama:15.0'?deg;

vt=230;

Qm=260.;
delra:0.0xdeg;
Es=372.51;
vd=550;
alpha= 150.0*deg;
theta=-26.9'rdeg;
phi:- 151.58*deg;
Ei:258.173583;
l*Ei=248.990555;"¡
Pd:900;
K=2.4:
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Rs:K'?Z.921161;
xs:K"38.435098;
Zs:SQ(Rs)+SQ(Xs);
ES C R:Z b a se * sq r t ( S Q ( R f/Zf+ R s/Zs ) +S Q(Xf I Zf -X s I Zs) ) ;

/'ifpst:fopen( "nrapsdsync.ou t'r,I'wII);':7
fp:fopen('\napsync.out","w");

for(Id=0.5{'ldbase;Id<= I .2r Idbase;ld+:dld)
{
l':' - - - - - - - - -x vectol defi nition-------------':./
xI l]:alpha;
x[2]:phi;
x[3]:Vd:
x[4]=¡¡s1^,
xf5l:P,1,
x[6]:Qrn:
x [7]:l]i;

l':'---------t vectol defi n it ion-------------':,/
f[ I ] :Vt-sqZrr Xc+ IcV(t'i'(cos(gaura)+cos(alpha)));
f[2]:cos(phi)-(cos(alpha)-cos(garn a))'r0.5 ;

fl 3 I 
: Vd- (c on s I 

>r 
t 

::: Vt x cos( g am a) -Xc'r lcl * 3.0/p i ) ;

fl41:Pd-vd"Id;
fl51:(Rs*(Vt-Es*cos(rhera))-Xs'rEs+sin(rhera)yzs-pdlVr+VilkRf/Zf+yt"RlllZ]J;
f[6]=(-Rs*Es*sin(theta)-Xs*(Vt-Esxcos(rhera)))/Zs-Pcl*tan(phi)/V t+Vt*XflZf-Vt*Xll/ZI+emlyt;
f[7]:Qm-sq3 + y¡x 1tri'icos(delra)-Vt)/Xd;

l'+----------------Newton-Raphson nonlinear equation root----------------,i/
for(loop: I ; leop<:S0 ;loop++)
{

/'r-*------defi nition of the Jacobian matrix-------- -- ---- - - --* I
for'(i: I ;i<=Jrow;i++) {

foL(= 1'¡.:¡.ol;j++) Jaclil Ul:0;
)

Jacill l l= 1.6;

JacI I ] [2]=-sq2'rXc/(t'i (cos(alpha)+cos(gam a)));
JacI I ] [3]:-sq2':iXc:¡ Id]isin(alpha)/(t*SQ(cos(atpha)+cos(gama)));
JacI I ] [4]=-sq2>iXc'<Id:hsin(gama)/(txSQ(cos(alpha)+cos(gama)));

Jac[2] [3]:sin(alpha)/2.0;
Jac[2] [4] =-s¡n(gama)/2.0;
Jac[2] [5]:-sin(phi);

Jac[3] [ I ]=-çens l':'t*cos(gama);
Jac[3] [2]:3.'¡Xc/pi;
Jac[3] [4]=çsns I x Vt::it:rsin(gama);
Jac[3][6]: l.;

Jac[4][2]=-Vd;
Jac[4] [6]:-Id;
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Jac[4] [9]= I .;

J ac [5] [ I ] =ft s/Zs+PrVS Q ( V t) +Rf I Zf +Rll I Zll;
Jac[5] [7]:(-Rs*cos(thera)-Xs'r'sin(rheta))/Zs;
Jac[5] [8] :Es'r (Rsxs in(theta) -Xs':'cos(th era)) I Zs;
Jac[5][9]:- I ./Vt;

Jac [6] [ I ] :-Xs/Zs+Pd *tan (phi)/SQ( Vt)+Xfl Zf -Xlll Zlt-QmlSQ (Vt);
Jac[6] [5]:-Pd/(Vt':SQ(cos(phi))) ;

J ac[6] [7]=(-Rs'¡s in(theta)+Xs'.cos(theta))/Zs;
Jac [6] [8]:Es'i (-Rs * cos(theta) -Xs''si n( tl'¡eta)) I Zs;
J ac[6] [9]=-tan(phi)/Vt;
Jac[6][ tL]:tlYt;

Jac [7] [ I ]:-sq j':'(Ei *cos(delta)-2.'¡Vt)/Xd;

Jac[7] [ I 0]:-sql+ ylr'1cos(delta))/Xd;

Jac[7] [ I I ]:sqlry¡':'Ei':'sin(delta)/Xd;
Jac[7]| 21=1.;

I 
j:t 

- ------ - - - - ------reduced Jacobian----- --- - - -- - - -':' I
for(k: I ;k<:Jr ow;k++) {
Jted[k] [ I ]=Jac[k] [3] ;

Jred[k] [2]=Jaclkl [5] ;
JredIk] [3]:JacIk] [6] ;
JLed[k] [4]:JacIk] [8] ;

Jrcd[k] [5]:Jaclkl [9];
Jred[k] [6]:Jac[k] [ l2] ;

Jred[k] [7]:Jac[k] [ 10] ;

)
mat_inverse(Jred,Jinv,Jr ow) ;

mtx_vect_mu ltiplication(Ji nv,f,dx,Jrow,- I .0);
vect_adding(x,dx,x,Jlow);

alpha:x[];
phi=x[2];
Vd=x[3];
theta=x[4];
Pd=x[5];

Qm:x[6];
Ei=x[7];

f[ I ]:Vt-sq2'¡Xc'¡Id/(t*(cos(gama)+cos(alpha)));
f[2] =cos(ph i)-(cos(alpha)-cos(gama))x0.5 ;

f[3]=Vd-(cons I *t*Vt'tcos(gama)-Xc*ld*3.0/pi);

fl41=e¿-Y¿':¡¿'
fl 5l=(Rs'i (vt-Es*cos(rhera))-xs* Es*sin(theta)yzs-pdlvt+vt*Rf/zf+vt"Rll/Zll;
f[6]:(-Rs"Es*sin(theta)-Xs*(Vt-Esxcos(thera)))/Zs-Pd"tan(phi)/Vt+Yt*Xf/Zf-ytxXlVZlt+em/Vt;
fl 7l=Qm-sq3 x Vt*(Ei xcos(delta)-Vt)/Xd;

)

fprintf(fp,"7o 4.6f\t vc4.6N c/c4.6fxt 7o4.6f\t \n", ld/ldbase,PcvPdbase,Vlvtbase,vcl/Vdbase);
i
rnat_free(Jac, I ,Jlow, I,Jcol);
rnat_fi'ee(Jred, I,Jr ow, l,Jrow);
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rrr at_flee(Jinv, l,Jrorv, I,Jrow);
flee_vector(x, l,Jrow);
free_vector'(scal, l,Jlorv);
flee_vector'(dx, l,Jrow);
flee_vector(f, I ,J low);
flee_vector(x, l,Jlow);
flee_vector(res, l,Jlow);
free_vector'(sv i, I ,Jrow);
fclose(fp);

)
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